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!• MIHIMIZAflOH OF TSl LSA31? SQUABl IHROR 
A. ItttaroduetltMa 
'Bk® method of Least Squares has long l>e©n used for th® 
deteimlnation of the eonstants la emplrioal equations. Th© 
form of suoh equations is inferred fr<M the results of ex­
periment or from observation of the results of similar 
problems# It may be possible to obtain several equations 
of different fom which will express the given conditions 
and data approximately, fhe question arises as to which of 
these approximation equations will give the best fit and be 
jiost successful in predicting the results for all of th© 
values of th© quantities involved# The best fit in the 
sense of least squares is obtained when the constants that 
appear in the proposed equation are determined by a method 
which was suggested by aauss as early as 1794 and first 
published by Legendr©^  in 1806. 
The principle of Least Squares states that th© best 
equation is that for which the sun of th© squares of the 
errors Is a minimum. An error Is th© difference between 
th® exact value and th© corresponding coaiputed value of the 
function at a given point. If the exact value is not 
W^hittalcer, 1. T. and loblnson, a. The Calculus of 
Observations* London, Blackl© and Son, Limited. 1924 p. 210, 
E 
afailatel®, tli® most proMbl© -falu# Is introdueefi la Its 
plao®# Suppose that tor a giwa »©t of ofeser?ea values 
* 1,8,"fsn), the proposed empirical equation 
takes th® form of 
y • f(x) (1) 
ooatalnlBg r undeteimiiiei. ooastaats ai,a«,"*iar. Tfeen the 
» obserfatloii equations 
n • fC^ i) (S) 
ere to h@ solved for the r tmkmumB a^ . In general a > r 
aM there are more conditions than there are unknowns* we 
shall assume that the ©qmatlons ar© all equally trustworthy. 
This means that the values of aj^ ., whioh satisfy any r of 
these equations,will not satisfy the remaining (n - r) 
equations, fhe problem Is to determine a aet of values of 
the aj^  which will give the feest values of y. Let 
n  "  n  '  f i  ( 3 )  
be th® errors where yj Is the value of y obtained by substi­
tuting X » Xj. into y • f(x)» Asswis^  the Gaussian law of 
error* 
I^hittalcer, S. f . and Soblnaon, G. The Calculus of 
Observations. London, Blackl© and Son, Limited, 19Mp.218. 
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(4) 
on© finds th.® prohabilitf of obtaining the obserfed values 
Ji or of aimultaneous oo0urr@n®e ©f errors is given by 
n 
From thia it isctovioua that P is a maximum when 
v® is a minimum. Sine® 
i*l 
B B H TT (6) 
i»i 
is a function of th© r unknowis then the neces­
sary conditions for a minimum are 
If- - 0, Ic - (7) 
These equations are called the normal equations. If they 
are linear in the unknowns, they form a set of r equations 
which can be solved for ai^ jSg,•• •,»!,• Even when these 
equations are not linear in the unknowns it may be possible 
•to solve them. 
In many cases the knowledge of a function is not con­
fined to isolated points but some function F{x) is known in 
a definite range, a < x < b. Her® the problem is to find 
an approximate representation of f(x| in terms of some set 
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of standard functions, Stippos© S^ (x) is suoii an 
approximate representation, 
Sj^ {x) • Ca.<|i{x) + G«^ »Cx) CSjg^ n^(x), n > 1. (8) 
Lett the difference fcetwaen the ¥alii© of ?(x) and its oalou-
lated value Sjj(x) at any point be known as the error. 
According to the principle ©f Least Squares, th© constants 
C|.,Cs»•••tCjp, ar® to be determined in such a way that th® 
integral 
I - ^  |f{x) - Sjj(x)] * dx (9) 
has its smallest value, fhis definite integral is a non-
negative function of the parameters such that 
lCC3,,Ga,«»»»Cj^ ) is a polynomial in the independent parame­
ters Cij., and such that it may take on indefinitely large 
values for aay given n« Hence it must have a minimum 
value# " fh© necessary conditions for such a miniaiaa are 
11^  - 0, k - 1,2,.•.,n. (10) 
In ease ?(x) is at least piece-wise continuous in the inter­
val a < X < b, this differentiation gives 
|§---a [tM - a^(x)] (|ijj ta - 0, t -iC <^3. 
fhis gives n linear equations in n unknowns Ca,,Ga, 
§ 
wMoh may fee solved by Joaowa aetliods. The derivation is 
olearly aiaalogons to tlmt given earlier wMob Involved the 
finding of a least squares approxlaatlon at a finite nmber 
of points. 
The method of Ii©ast Squares is a praotioal one. It 
has been used to advantage for the solution of many numeri-
eal problems, A few of Its more Important applioatlona 
ares 
1» fhe detemination of the best value of an unknown 
quantity obtainable from given observations. 
S. The adjustment of trlangttlation. 
®ie graduation or Moothing of data, 
4, The investigation of the preoiaion of observations 
and results, 
5, 1*he determination of equations which best repre­
sent entire groups of obtervation. 
The purpose of the present writing is to explore the 
possibility of using the method of Least Squares to obtain 
approximate solutions of boundary value problems for whloh 
en analytical solution has not been obtained or eannot 
easily be obtained, Wqt sueh prObl«m» the values of the 
desired function or its derivatives are exaotly known along 
the boundaries. The problem is to obtain an approximate 
representation of the function whloh will best fit the 
given boundary values as well as give the best predietion 
of the true -values of th& fuaetlon at points Interior to the 
feOttEdary. The iatention hers is to ieteraiae the oonstanta 
la th© proposed approximate aoltitloa hy minimizing the m®an 
sqaar© error along the boiwAai^  of th© gliren cross section. 
it might he interesting to not® that the aethoi. of 
Least Squares can he used to obtain the exact solution of 
©•ertain hotindary iralue probltas* for ©xampl®, suppose th® 
method is applied to th® torsion problem for a beam of rec­
tangular cross section, Is% on© sidt of th® cross section, 
of length Ett, b© parallel to th© i-axls and the other of 
length Sb, be parallel to the y-axla. It. will be supposed 
b > a and that the z-axls passes through the center of the 
cross section. This problem will be sol-red If we succeed 
In determining a function f(x,y) which la haimonio In the 
region bounded byx«»;^ a, + and which assumes on the 
on the boundary of the region the talue (x® + y*)# 
Since i|^ (x,y} must be hamoni®, It must be made up of teras 
which are themselves haimonic. Li«t the tentative equation 
be: 
QO 
t{x,y) • ^ (y* - X®) * 51 Ajj ©osh SHI eos . (IE) 
The constants Aj^  are to be detemined in the usual way, by 
ffllniaization of the mean square error along the boundary of 
the rectangle. Since f(x,y| « ^  (x® + y*) on the boundary, 
the error is 
I {x* + y®)- I Cy® - X®) 
<30 j| 
- ^  Ajj ©osli eos ds, (13) 
Oa til© liottndaries x» + a, y* + ^ » I{Ajj_) becomes s 
^ 
* / f®' * \  ^®°® "^ 1 dy. (14) 
yo L ft«o 
fh® E©e@ssary oondltloa for IfA^ I to b© a minimum Is that 
5^  • 0' 
£=i " 2a saj 
/
b CO 
j^ AQ-a®+ ^  Ajp^  0osli eos ^ J®osh oosi^  dy «« 0, 
Ct - 0,1,2,•••), (IS) 
Suppoa© ••• "A«i •0, th®B fr<M th® ©xpressloa 
for t(x,y) w© se© that 
Mt - I (y® - a*) + Aq. (16) 
If Aq - a", thea |f(x,y) takes on the prescribed value 




 ^{a* * cos^  ^to A|j, eosli • 0. (l?*) 
Hence 
A «, ——^ r-r f Cx® - a®) eos ^  dx, 
 ^ a cosli ^ ^  
k » 1,5,5,••• (18) 
Carrying out tbe integration we^ .o'btain 
Aq - a®, Agjj « 0, -
C2n-l) *fr®oo3h •( 
2a 
a « l ,g ,S |*** (19)  
and 
1 #„• f(x,y) - f {/ - X*) a* 
{«.x)^  QOBh .i§.Eg^ .lj!3i. ®og 
(Sii-l)»©osk 
fHis is th® exact solution® sine© V*f " 0 and sine® 
(K)". 4 - I ^  "OB ISSzllH 
VSa^  4 IT n.i (gn-D* Sa 
th#a oo  ^
„« . 8 . 38.a ^  (-1) _ (ga-Dtrx 
X - a « •"jT / rrr i'Ti' QO® wr— * 




*Dwlgfa.t, H. B. fables of Integrals and Other Mathe-
aatieal Data* Mew Tork, fli« Maomillan Companj. 1934. p#77. 
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thus f{x,+ b) = ^  (b® + z®) end a,y) » ^  (y® ••• a®)» 
fMs terifies the values of tb.® soltttioa on the boundaries 
of the section. 
It appears that the greatest difficulty which arises, 
when a problem is to be solt'ed by ainimizlng the mean square 
error, is the determination of the terms to be used in the 
proposed solution. There exists no general method for 
finding the best type of terms to be selected. In the 
simpler ease of curve fitting one was advised to compare the 
function for the gi^ en data to the shapes of known ounres 
by graphing, next to write the general equation of the 
ounr© selected and then to evaluate the constants. For 
boundary lalue problems the terms fi(x,y) may be selected 
from the terms appearing in the known solutions of similar 
problems or variations of the problem in question. There 
are two possible ways of using the method of Least Squares 
to solve such a problem* If the fj{x,y) are chosen so that 
they satisfy the boundary conditions then the problem is 
solired by minimizing the error integral over the region R, 
I [ l ( 4 )  -  L ( i t i n ) ] *  d A .  (aa) 
where "0 represents the differential equation. The 
other way requires that the terms fiCx,y) be chosen so that 
they satisfy the governing equation L(^ ) =0, then the 
constants are evaluated by minimizing the mean square error 
10 
oa til® boundary. Here tli© tems are to tee selected so as 
to satisfy til© differential equation. Tii® proposed approxl-
aat© solution may be stated 
(x,y) - Gifi(x,y). {24 , )  
i«l 
fM error integral then is 
I(Ci) '« [u(x,y) - C|fi(x,y)]* ds, (25) 
wiier© U(x,y) represents th© felm® of 4Cx»y) boundary 
S of til© region desoribed by th® problem# Th© necessary 
eonditioas for iCCj) to be a ©inlaua are 
11^  « 0, i » l,2,*»*,n, (S6) 
Tlieae n equations ia tim n unknowns Ox solfed 
simultaneously for the C|« Thmse ifalues are- then substi­
tuted into the equation 
4n(x,y) - ^ G|fi(x,y) {S7) 
i - i  
whioh becomes the approxiaate solution of the problem. 
11 
I. Applioation to a Heat Problem lairoliring Mixed Boundaiy 
Conditions 
Let denote tlie steady state teaperatur® at eaoh 
point of a horaogentoiis solid in th« form of an infinite 
prism wMoli is boima®d by thie planes x « 0, x « 4 and 
|- » + a (fig, 1). Let tilt riglit lialf of tli6 faces y • • 2 
o {2.2) '////iii/iiiiii//ijii///////. (If 2) p. v-z^ i./ 
(1/ 
fig# 1 Cross soetion in ®eat Problem. 
be insulated* Let til© siirfaco teaperatnir© be U « 0® on tli© 
fao® X - 0 and on tine left Mlf of th© faces y ® i S. L©t 
til© temperature on t&e faee x « 4 b® kept at tj • 1®. Th® 
equation of beat oonduotion in a plane is 
M 
M (1) 
When tb® flow is steady, tbat is, independent of time, then 
1^  "• 0, and w® baf® tb© Laplao© eiquation V®!! « 0. Tbe 
botmdary falue problea beocmess 
V°^ C3c,y) -0, (0 < X  <  4, -g < y < 2) IS) 
IKO.J) » 0, XlC4>j) « 1, i - z  < J  <  2 )  
UCx, + S) • 0, 
U Cx, i g) = 0 JE < X < 4) 
{0 < X < 2) 
The ttnas wtaioh ar® to tee 0®i®0t®d to maic© up the pro­
posed approximate solutioa must h&vmonlo and may b® 
sottglit for aTOag the kaowa solutions of problems similar to 
tkis OE® aa well as aaoag tb« knowa Mraoaic polymoEiials la 
two ladepend@Et "variables, Soa® similar problems and tiieir 





Fig. Z Cross Seetion of Problem 1» 
1. V*U<2t,y) « 0 , 
U(0,y) « 0, tJ(4,y) - 1 
« tJ(3C,g) » 0 , 
(0 < X < 4, -2 < y < 2) 
( -2  < y < 2) 
(0 < X < 4), 
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Soltitioa; 
tJ{x,y) « ^ (3) 
n=i  (211-1 )iT slali {2n-l)TT 
Ij 
Wig ,  5 Gross Sections of Problems S and 3, 
S. V®^ C3c,y) • 0 , (0 < 3C < 4, -a < y < 2) 
0(0,y) - 0, tJ{4,y) - 1 , {-2 < y < 2) 
Cf{x,-S) - 0, Ujx,2) • 0 , (0 < X < 4), 
Solution: 
f- (-l)=-l4 3lnhl§a^ eOBlS^ ll2LiZ=2) 
U{x,y) - Z__ 
(SH-Dtt sinh 
(4) 
3. V®tJ(x,y) • 0 , (0 < X < 4, -2 < y < 2) 
tT(0,y) • 0, U(4,y) • 1 , (-2 < y < 2) 
U„Cx,-2) " 0, U(x,2) - 0 , (0 < X < 4). 
14 
SolUtiQHS 
TI{x,y) « ^  
00 4 slab ian-|.|TO (gn-i|g (y>-a) 
n -  I  (ga-l}fT slaii 
(5) 
' / / f / i / / / / / i / / / / / / i / / / / i f / i / / / i / i i / i  2 )  
>tniiiniii/iuiiiniu/Ni/nfii//m 
Fig^  4 Cross Seotioas of Problems 4 aad 5. 
4. - O f  CO <  X <  4, -2 <  y <  S) 
tJ{0,y) - 0, tr(4,y) - f(y) , {-2 < y < E) 
» 0, 0(x,g) « 0 , (0 < X < 4) 
Solution: 
CO 
tJ(x,y) • I ©o * 
siali aw cos 
«-( 
wh®r« " I / t(y) oos ^  y dy, f{y) constant. 
S. V®ty{x,y) " 0 , (0 <  X  < 4, -S < y < 2) 
U(0,y} « 0, U{4,y) - 1 , (-2 < y < 2) 
iry{x,-B) - 0, U(x,2) - 0 , (0 < X < 4). 
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Solution:  ^x» (7) 
The iiarmoElo polynomials In x and y aa detemined from 
the powers of x + iy up through the fifth power are: x» y, 
X®- y®, xy, x®-3xy^ , y®-3x®y, x*-6x®y®+y*, x*y-xy®, 
x®-10xV"^ 53cy*f and 5x*y"10x®y®+y®. 
Let the proposed approximate solution be made up of the 
first three terms of knoim. solution 1 in addition to the 
fifth and ninth harmonic polynomials listed abofe: 
sinhfx ainh^ x  ^
XJj^ {x,y) « Cx ' *• 00® Jy-i- Gg ;; cos ^  
Sinb fT « R nh %Tr * 
Stt 
s h I ^ 3 si Stt
^ 
+ 0^ {x® - 10x®y® + 5xy*). {8) 
i:hen 
sinh X a: „ sinh ^  x 
U, 
sinh  ^ K 
sin fly -0^ (6 xy)-Cg20{x®y - xy»). (9) 
Let the error function on the boundaries be designated as 
ejj, the deflations of the computed values from the observed 
values. 
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®n S I  U a  - 0 (0 < X < E, y • -S), 
®n ass "a.y -  0 '  (g < X < 4, y « 2), 
®n m T J  "n,y - 0 (g <  X  < 4, y • -S), 
®n SB n^ - 0 {0 < X  < S, y • 2), 
®n « s  ^n- 1 Cx * 4, -£ < y < g), 
«n 9S % - 0 Cx «• 0, -2 < y < 2). 
The error integral I{Oi) oaa now "b® foimed. Integrating 
arouni tlie boundary on© finds 














Bie necessary conditions for I(Gi) to be a minimum are that 
« 0. Differentiation of I(Oi) with reapeot to Oi gives 
sir 'I 5of j + J "n,y<*'-®'5^  
® y«-*g 











Table 1. l^ ralaated Derivatives of Equation (11) 




1 0 H-sinh TT t+sinh Ts O O 
2 0 
rrsinh 
4 Sin.h.37T L . 3.V ,, - f c b s  T f y  
7^T 
rrs ihh- i fX  
^3inh.3Tr O O 
J  0 
TT5/>i h ff X-
^ sti^h Sit 
, STI 
- ^cos^y  
rf 51'nh 
4 siio.h.-S'Ti o o  
X.^  - /ZK / Z K .  If - / Z K  X ^ - I Z X  o 
v5 X.^^OX^+901 Vf(x^ -Vx) ii-(Z5(o-IQ>0<i^+Sf) -HO{X?-H-X) xf-itox^-^80x 0 
In integral form th® equations are as follm-rs: 
^ * 12x) + c (x5 - 40x® + 80x)J 
IT sinh X X Tt sinli T bU 
+ g / ^ _J_ I fiiln, 
4 Binh IT 4 siBli SIT J dOj 




d x  
y—s 
sxmi " X'-X






I^ Ca. cos Cg ^  ©OS -^ y^   ^oos ^ yj dy 
x-4 
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+ ^ {^404,(16-37*)+ 40g{a56-160y®+gy*)]|^  dy, • 0 
(ig) 
When the integration is oarrled out th® five eqmtions be­
come: 
/• 
.^7490854 Gi-.391S9303 08+.§6183469 0»+B01.S8E15 0^  
+3694*5524 Og-2,5464791 - 0, (13) 
-.39189303 Oa.+ .48400035 O8-.1963S01O 08-34,241692 
-568.13432 0g+.g8294Slg *0, (14) 
,S6153469 Oa.-.19635810 08+.237079ftS Ca+19.762707 0^  
+490.51086 Cg-,10185916 - 0, (15) 
201.2821S Ca.-34.g4169S G«+19.762707 Ca-^ 1590e.571 
+203079,69 Og-198.00000 « 0, (16) 
S964.5524 01-562.13452 Gg+490.51026 Og+203079.59 0^  
+5396104.7 Og-938.66667 - 0. (17) 
Th® simultaneous solution of tfe© ftbof® equations is; 
Cj. - 2.3981903 
0® 15634361 
C, - .11657329 
O4, --.0073401802 
Og - -.00089422201.. ' 
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AH ealoulatioas wer® ©arri®d out by means of an eight 
plae« oaiomlatlng mmhXm* fhe method used in solving these 
five slMiiltaneoua equations in five tinknowns Is a simple 
oneI one that Is well adapted to the use of a ealoulatlng 
maehlne, la auooesslte step© the coefficient of each un­
known Is redmced to one by division and then that nniaaown 
Is eliminated by TObtraetloa. By aach a method of sequential 
analysis the set of eqaatloas is redmced after eaoh step to 
a set of derived eqaatlons ©ontaliilag one less equation and 
one less un&nown. As the value of the unkaowas are ob­
tained they are substituted bask Into the equatlone from 
which they were derived to obtain others, fhls process of 
finding the value of other unknown® by the substitution of 
those already found into the equations from which they were 
derived, serves also as a cheek upon the correctness of each 
step of the solution, fhe step by step check Is the big 
advantage of this aethod. 
The values of the temperature function as represented 
by this approximate solution can be found at eaoh point of 
the cross section# Seme values of the temperature at 
various points of the cross section have been computed and 
are listed below. 
so 
S.' Il„(x,y) Iiraluated at Stleotefi Points of Cross 
Seotioa 
6 ( ^ ( 3 , ^ )  
Unix ,2 )  . O O O O O  . 23no  
Uni t ,  I )  OOOOO .3 iJS '4  . 6 : ^ 7 ^ 7  .  9 7 3 / ' ?  
( x , o )  . ooooo  .  na . l i  .  3 ? 0 0 < ?  . C L S L Y  , 9 ^ 3 9 3  
U y , ( X , - l )  . 6 0 0 0 0  , 53 75"^ , 4:17*^7 . 9 7 3 / 9  
U y , ( X r ^ )  .ooooo . O V V O ?  , 9 6 9 9 3  
' 
flis exact solution of tMs pyoM#a is not known. In 
order to judge the aboT® solution it is necessary to ooo-
par© this approximate solution with one obtained in another 
way. 
A method for solflng partial differential equations was 
demised and first used toy L, F, Rlohardson,* H© replaced the 
differential equation by the corresponding difference 
foimula and then solved the latter by a prooeas of iteraticm. 
fh® method was later iaprofed by H. jyiebaann.® More recently 
the method was delineated and applied by Shortley and 
*8hortley, a, H# and weller, E. Bhe Humerical solution 
of Laplace*s Equation. S. Appl. Phys. 9:534. 1938. 
®Ibid., p. S35. 
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feller#® fM» prooess is slow but it gives good results on 
boundary valu® problems wMok satisfy Laplace's, Poissoa*s 
and other partial differential ©Quations. Other iteration 
methods are available but aost of them are not adapted to 
maohin© oomputation. 
Kuaerloal methods of handling differential equations 
Involve the replaoenent of the eoatinuuia of points on the 
boundary and in the interior of the region by a disorete 
set of points, fhus the values of the function are con­
sidered only at these points and not at every point of the 
region* It is at this stage where the problem beoomea 
greatly siaplified for the one attempting a numerical 
solution as compared to the person who is trying to find an 
approximate solution whioh will give a good fit at all 
points of the boundary as well as predict the value of the 
function at all points within, 
fh® best method and perhaps the simplest method given 
for handling X.aplaoe*s equation ifl the iterative procedure 
given by Liebaann. Her® a square net is superimposed upon 
the region* Approximate values are assigned to the function 
at the Interior points of the net, and known values at the 
boundary points. It makes little difference what values 
i 
Shortley, G. H. and weller, 1* The Numerical aolntlon 
of I-aplace's Equation# J. Appl. Phys. 9:335» 1938. 
ar® assigaed at the laterlor ntt poiats, however, the 
Iteratlf© process will b® greatlj^  ehorteaed by asslgaiag 
faiaes for those polata as clos© to their actual values as 
possible# Previous•experleao© aad good lasight are needed 
at this stag© of the work. Qm then traverses the a«t 
repeatedly la aa orderly aaaner, seeplaoiag the value at each 
iaterior poiat by the meaa of the values st the four 
neighboriag polats, using th® aew values Immediately la the 
improveseat of the sucoeediag polats. Coatiaue la this way 
to improve the iaterior values of the fuaotloa» Values 
fouad for these iaterior polata will be fouad to ohaage leas 
aad less, with suoeeediag traverses. Coatiaue uatll a aew 
traverse will briag ao ©haage la these values. Aay attempt 
to Improve the solutioa with this aet would be useless. 
However with a flaer aet, the prooess might be ooatlaued 
for greater preolsloa. 
This method for fladlag the Improved value oomes 
directly from the dlffereao© equatioa which oorrespoads to 
Lapla0«*3 differeatial equatioa, A derivative may be do-
fined la terms of the fuaotioa tix\ as the familiar 
expressioa Llm _ "tlx) • fh® oorrespoadlis^  differ-
h -> 0 
eaoe quotient The dlffereao® 
quotleat thus is aa approxlaatloa of the derivative# 
i-h) 
(A-i ,y) ^ ->^ 1 y) (X-+ i ' j )  
(x,y -h) 
Fig* 5 BepreseEtativ© Polat (x,7) of Net, 
fM© approximation Is improired as tb« h value Is made smeller, 
file partial dlfferenee quotleat for the fmnotlon ^ (x,y) may 
be deflaed as 
fli© eorrespondlag lefttemd aiffe.reao® quotieat tiiea Is 
, (19) 
f&e seeoad dlffereao© quotieat tliea beooaes 
& » ^ (3:"h,y) ,gQ. 
ij li* • 
TIte rigJit aad left liaaded first differeaoe quotieats aad 
tile seooad differeaoe quotieat wltli respect to y are 
84 
1^- . "ttx.y) - , (ss) 
. <Hx.T-Hil-34(z^ y) • 
Now If the seoond derlTatlTBs, aad , ba raplaood by 
aat ttoa tin© dlfftreao® •qmatloa oorresponttng to 
differential eqiiatioii i® 
<|Cx4-li,y)4|x-Ja,j)+^ (x,yi-!i)4.|(x,f-W-4#(x,y) « 0 . (24) 
Direotlf froat tMs mn l>© oMaiaed the foimaXa used for the 
iaproTeaeat of values' ia the I,i©1*®aa iterative prooess 
<|(x,yj - I [^ |(x+h,y)4-<^ ix-h,y)+|Cx,|"fh)*|(x,y-h)J . (25) 
It has lieea shown geaer®ll|^  "by Eiehtrdsoa that the differ-
eao® betweea the solutioa of a differential eqmatioa aad 
the approxiiMtiiig differeaee eqaetioa oa t aet of iaterval 
h is of th® form 
A(x,2r)h* -i- B(x,y)h* • 0(x»y)h® + ••• (S6) 
Sia©© oaljr e*rca powera of h eater here, the differeaoe 
solmtioa approaohes th® differeatial solatioa rapidly aa h 
approaohes 3sero» 
If oae of th© boiiadaries of the problem is saoh that 
th® aomal deriiratiire aloag it is zero, aeaaiag ttot ao 
ES 
flow tafces place across that botmdary^ , then special coa-
slderatlon must b® given to ttot Tsouadary. Sstimated 
TOlues of th® function aust 1>© assigned along this feoundaiy. 
These mlum ar® tli®n improved hj taking tlm averag® of th& 
sws of til© values of the two aeigJiljoring points along the 
boundary with twio® the valu® of the Interior neighboring 
point, or referring to fig, 6: 
All other points will be iaproYed as before. The above 
method wea used to solve this problem involving the steady 
state temperature in the square region. After preliminary 
estimates were made of the temper»ture at all of the 
interior points of the net as well as at the points of the 
insulated boundary, twenty-six tmverses of the region were 
required before the variation of all interior values 
ceased. The resultir^  values are given below in Fig. 7. 
o^ • i (^ ® * (27) 
•rniwrmmrfTm (J>o mmmmrm r 
<t>, 
'Jig. i Insulated Boundary 
u 
0 0 ^  0 0 
o 0^^73 — .^4/7? .//330 .^oS9l ('HOf- ,S<!)7t4 — /oooo 
0 .i)V?77 — IDSHf —JSILH .30/6Z —.V5jr?0 —.4i20? ,m27 /.OOoo 
0 .06317 .I35C,3, rJV^VO :HS53S — .CffllZ .SVii /OOOO 
— O , 13677V ./yV37 —:3.hSio .iSHU .V^VS"? —.CS^iO — .Szmo — /.OOOO 
0 .04327 .HSU r«6a/ .iVSVO —-tmS .(.fSIZ .8il93 /OOoo 
O .0V977 , /Oe-i'i —-JSIM ^.30/42, .t/SSSf^ — — .  Sil^n /.666O 
O .oni3 — ,OC./77 : 11330 Qlfi's .cilof /Oooo 
flg« 7 Results of IteratioE Solution 
B7 
Applioatioa to a Heat Problem IntolTing a Cross S®otioa 
wltli Ee«iitrasit Corner. 
Let tT(x,y) denote tM steady state tmperatur© at eaoli 
point of an infinite prism wMoh is 'bounded by the planes 
x-O, x"8, x-'4, y«0, y»S and y«»4 as shown in the figure 
(fig,B ), Let all faces of the prisa be maintained at a 
t 
Fig, 8 Cross Section with Eeentrant Corner. 
temperature of 0® except the face x«4, which is to be kept 
at a temperature TJ « 1®. The differential equation govern-
iE® the flow of heat in a plane is 
D^IY , 
dx® &y® (1) 
Since the flow of heat is steady in this problem then TJ 
is independent of the time and the heat equation reduces to 
Laplace's equation. Then the bouadai^' iralue problem may be 
m 
stated? 
V - 0 , 
m o  a )  - 0 
m,f) - 0 
U(I,0) - 0 
tJ(x,2) - 0 
tJ(x,4) • 0 
U{4,y) • 1 
(2) 
(2 < T < 4) , 
(0 < Y < S) , 
(2 < X < 4) , 
CO < X < S) , 
(0 < X < 4) , 
10 < y < 4) , 
In order to find the terms wMoli ®re to b« selected to foim 
the proposed approximate solution, problem® whloh are 
similar in nature to tlie one abof* will ibe examined. Some 




Fig» 9 Cross Section of Problems 1 and 2. 
1. V*U(X,Y) « 0 , 
11(0,y) • 0 , W(4,y} « 1 » 
(0 < X < 4, 0 < y < 4), 
(0 < y < 4), 
gf 
Vix.Q) - U(x,4} « 0 , {0 < X < 4), 
Solutioa: 
U(x,y) 
CO . , 
± y — 
^ {an-(Sa-l) sialic 2a-l)fT SIA 
2. V*^y(3i;,y) - 0 , (0 < X < 4, a < y < 4) 
^CO,y) " 0, U(4,y) » 1 , {a < y < 4) 
TJ{x,2) - 0, U(x,4) « 0 , (0 < X < 4) , 
Solutions 
n z , f )  
^ ^ SINH FEIHA 




Fig# 10 Cross SeotioE of Probl(rai 3. 
2. \7*¥(x,y) •• 0 , (8 < X < 4, 0 < y < 4) 
^?(S,y) « 0, tl{4,y| « 1 , (0 < y < 4) 
tJ(z,0) «- U(x,4) » 0 , (8 < X < 4). 
so 
SOltttlOSS 
^ ^  slnh (x-E) 
m x , f )  • F 2_ Bin MIM: (5, 
n-l {2n-l)siab iSg^lJOL 
L©t th.© proposed approximate soltitlon be made up of t&® first 
three terns of eaoh of tiiee# known solutions 1, 2 and 3: 
sinti S X „ sinh ^  x 
tJ„(x,y) • Ci ——*— sin T y + 0« —:—^ — sin ^  y 
" siah. tr  ^ sinh' Sir  ^
siali ^  X ftinb fx 
4. G fin -r* y **• ®* sin w (y-2) 
sinb 5n ^ * siafe aw ^ 
sinli ^  X slnjH & X 
slab 5 _ sinJi ^ (x-E) 
gj_af y Gq sin y 
ainh ^  sinh ^  
I  
sinli |p {x-2) 
ainli 
If tlie error fmotion on the botmdaries b® designated by 
#ji then J 
©j3^ - %{x,yj - 0 , (2<x<4, y-0) 
©n • %(x,y) - 1 , Cx « 4, 0 < y < 4) 








(x " 0, 21 < y < 4) 
(0 < X < S, y » 2) 
( x  «  E ,  0  <  X  <  2 ) ,  
Til® error Integral oaa now to© formed as follows; 
I(Ci) - f eJ ] dx + f e* ] dy + A* ej ] dx 
•^Z yO ° X»»4 Ai Vmd. 





/ ®n ] dy . 
X-2 
(7) 
Siaoe til© neoessary conditions for iCCi) to T>© a minimum 
ar® that t) « o (i « 1,E,3,•••,»), then: 




+ / TJA(X,4) 
DOI 
' DTY« 










dy » 0. 
XsZ 
(8) 
It is ©asily s&own that tJj^CxgO) • 0 and that I]rj^(x,4)"»0 
thus ©lifflinating two of the oampoaent integrals of |S— , 
DCI 
3?h© d©rlTOtii?©s ,y) evaluated on the hoimdary 
ar® shown below: 
Table g. Bvalmated Derlyativ®a of Bqaatlon (8) 
i U n  ( ' d )  UUo,i)) U : ( z , y )  
/ 0 sinh su-xK 7^ 
1 1 
TT ^ 
z ^<vi4f y 0 >S(Vi h 5i'«h Sinh37T 
3 S f r  S i n — i f  o 5 />! h i'TT' 
Sinh~S 
iS/f^hSfT 
H sM ^ ( y - z )  0 0 
S o 0 
•S/nh. 
(o 0 O /OTT 
7 >Sll^ y - s i n ^ i j  sinh.^(X~i) si*xh^ (9 
8 sin^^ sin\n^i^~ 0 
9 - ~ S ( n ^ y  
5  f ' w h  ' ^ C ~ 2 )  0 
' 
*Ki© expression for %hm may be writtens 
y'fOj. sin J F • C« sin ^  f" Gt ^ dy 
x»4 




+ J {Cg sin ^  ir-Z)*Q^ sin fy •% sin^y]||^ dy 
X«4 
m 
h aln & V -VQ FILLXLA ^ ^ J.J 2^0 DY 
3?»4 
{-C7 ai» J y - CB ^ y - Of ^ y} ^ 
slali J X Ga slBh ^  




(-Cg slab. ^  X ^ Cy sinh f hXi^ 




Oq slab. ^ (x-S) Og slab {x-2) | dtTjj 
J _ slab 





C« slab ^ , 2in ^ 2>tJa 
sla -T" y? r~ 





n°f f sin to y . =4-!i2£jI sin S (y-2)] 




Cg slab STT 
slab ©IT 




• AH^SI2I£LL SLA^ |Y.2)]|HA 
Jo I slab lOit » ^ W. 




I^oa tMa last equation ther© arise nine equations in th® 
nine unknowns Ci, G8,»**,G0» 1?h®«© nine equations appear 
on tbe next page. Th© simultaneous solution of the nine 
equations is; 
m 1.1633486 
O« m .41860974 
- ,26308453 
C* « •00438080«S 
O5 - •0000020015893 
CE an .0000013086529 
Cf SB ,0?69010S1 
% m .OOEOWIFSA 
Gg . -.008445S894. 
Til® Talues of the temperature at various points of the 
oross section as <leterainea trm the approximate solution 
are shown in the following table, 
fable 4. Ujp,(x,y) Evaluated at Selected Points of Cross 
Section 
ay) O.if) 
'  1 
( X , H )  .  C066C> .  00000 .06000 .00066 .60000 
(X,3) .O'i/n .  V/S'4C / .  6DH 
( X , 2 )  -.C>L3.( • OS^'rH- .22^/4 . 5"63 6"4 /.  0700 
( X ,  I )  ./C.(.3Z .  ? ? £ « " /  
(^,0) .ObdOQ .  OOOOO . bodoo 
2.0597724 Ct - 5.4416064-lO'^ a^ + 
- 3.5099645-10"'^C5 -
+ 1.2071353-LO'^CG -
-5.4416064*10*'^ Cj. + 2.000097^  Gg -
T- 2.0510156'10"'^C5 -I-
+ 2.0000269 Cg + 
1.6044GA0-10*"^CI - 5.54^4^96-LO^^CA + 
- 2.1756964*LO'^CJ -
• 1.5451750'10"% g • 
-7.2957627'lO^ C^i - 1.97325S2»10*%8 + 
-3.5099645•10'"^CI + 2.0510156-10*^CS -
-3.S621720'10"'%I -I- .1^940323'LO^^A -
1.9607133 Ca. + 5.4416074*10*'%8 -
- 3.0401026'LO'^CG -F 
1.2071353 •iC^ C^  + 2.0000269 Cg -J-
+ 3.2119604 Cg -
-4.564537D'10'"3GI -I- 3.654LLSL*10"^C8 ••• 
- 1.591l650'10"^ Cg 4-
1.6044DD0-I0~5CG - 7.2957627•lO'^C* 
3.6621720'10*%^  + 1.9607133 
4.564537^ '10"^ C9 - 2.5464791 - 0(10) 
5.54^ 4^ 6•lO'^ Cs - 1.9732552•10*' 
.16940323*10*%^  + 5.4416074 *10" 
3.6541161-10"5C9 - 8.4682636*10"^  - 0(11) 
2.0000002 Cs + 2.0304545-10*^ 04 
9.93175^4*10"%^ •" 6»S692633-10"%7 
1.9999997 C9 - 5.0929552-10""^ - OC12} 
2.0304545'iC^Cs + 2.0018605 C* « 0(13) 
2.17569S4*10~^ C3 •»• 2.0000000 » Of 14) 
9.93175d4-10"^ C8 + 2.0000000 « 0(15) 
8.A692632*10''^G8 • 3.5053044 Qj 
2.0741441-lO'^ Cg - 2.5464791 « 0(16) 
1.5451754-lO'^Cg - 3*0401026-10'^C-7 
1.5911650*10*^C9 - 8.4^52636-lo"^ » 0(17) 
1.9999997 C3 -i- 2.0741441* 10' 
3.1400558 C9 - 5.0929582*10"^  - 0(18) 
fli@ ntaaerloal solution of tMs same problem was 
worked out by tiie iteratioa procedur© of Liebiaenn. Tlie 
results are sliovm below. 
G O O O O O <? G 
I I I I I I I I I 
'0^7 :0I7 .03fc—,07/ —,f3Q.—,Zi~o — .HH— I 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 — .010 —.oat —.OSS- — JI3 —.a.<i3 —,3<}» —.ctf — / 
1 I I I I I I I I 
0 .009 .o^b—.O^^ ^.loz— —•fS't- - ,701 f 
Ci e> O o G — .218 — .ViTt —.7/3 / 
I I I I I 
G .267 ,V3| — / 
I I I I I 
(3 Jbi .334,—.631 I 
I I I I I 
O .it>0 333 —.ifUU ( 
Q O O O 
Fig. 11 Iteration SolutioB of Heat Problem. 
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D. Ooaolttsion 
It lias "been tlie purpose of tliis study to explore the 
possibilities of using the method of Least Squares to 
obtain an approxiaat® solution of boundary falu® problems 
involving partial differential equations, particularly for 
Laplace's equation, Mtmerioai solutions for isolated points 
such as at the points of intersection of a net, have been 
worked out. Among these may b© listed the Lietoann procedure, 
Shortley and ?/ell0r*s iaproveaent and extension of the 
Liebmann procedure, H. T# Southwell*s^ Relaxation Methods, 
etc.# The second portion of this paper will discuss another 
method of this type. However, the numerical solution of 
boundary value problems has the drawback that it only gives 
approximate values of the function at a discrete set of 
points. Here an attempt has been made to study the possi­
bility of obtaining an analytical expression involving 
standard functions which will as nearly as possible, predict 
the value of the function in question at every point of the 
region under consideration. 
A few methods for finding such an analytical solution 
have been developed. On® method arises frcaa the Principle 
7 
Southwell, E. V. Helaxation Methods in Theoretical 
Physics. Oxford, Clarendon Press. 1946. 
m 
of Miaiam Potential inergy*® The Hayliegh-Rltz aethod® is 
quite well kmmk. Another well kmmn method is aal©rJcln*s 
method*^® Tery few of these methods ©an he handled with any 
degree of ease by means of a oaleulating machine. The 
^alue of the nimerioal methodgi lie in the ease with which 
they may he carried out hy efery one. Ho special skills ai® 
required. All that is needed is a aiaall, desk type calcu­
lator which can be operated by anyone, fhe deirelopaent of 
a method for obtaining an approxiaate analytical solution 
which can be solved largely by the use of a small calcu­
lating machine is desired and greatly needed. It would 
place the solution of boundary value problems of this type 
well within the reach of anyone wishing to do research in 
their fields. 
The big difficulty in the method outlined here lies in 
the choice of tems to be set into the proposed approximate 
expression. There seems to be no rule to be followed to 
help in choosing these terms. The choice is made fr<M among 
3 
Sokolnikoff, I. S# Mathematical Theory of Elasticity. 
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 1946. p. 278. 
9 Sokolnikoff, I. S. Mathematical Theory of Elasticity. 
New Tork> Moaraw-Hill Book Company* 1946, p. 304, 
^®Ibid., p. 313 
m 
t©ms wfeieli are teowi to satisfy tb.® differential ©qmation# 
OertaiaXf e littl© foreknowltig® is of great help. As an 
©mmpltj it W8S shorn, in tto intsroAmotion to part I that tlj® 
«xaet solution of ©©rtaia bomdary Talu® problems may b© 
fotiad by tft® metbofi of ls&&t Squmrts. m approximate 
solution of tbis sea® problem oould b.®ir® bo®E obtained by 
tMs aetbod. Sine© tbe exeot solatioa is toown, tb© ssttisg 
up of a proposed approximate solution is quite easy* sla©©: 
VfCx,y) » 0 , C-*l < X < 1, -E < y < (1) 
f(x,y) - I y") , oa the Douadary. 
Let tbe t®atetif® ©quatiom be: 
t • Oi GaCy* - 3^1 • 0^ eoab f y eos f X 
• O4 aosb y eos ^  x + O5 oosb ^  y eos ^  x 
0 oosb ^ y oos ^ X • (g) 
Ube iategral to b© aiiiiffiiwd is? 
I(Ci) - fsih • I y* - tn] * '®> 
I'OIL " /[I • 2 - • (X.S)]' TA 
*  /  [ i *  '  Oi-C,y*«C,]' 4y. (•) 
f3tm tbe a®0@sasry oonditioas for a Minimum ar® obtaiaedj 
• -2 ^  ||ac®+2-fQCx,S)] dx »z +|y*-Gi-C8y®+Cs] ay»o, 
* ' ^ (5) 
| | ^ » 2 / [ | x * 4 - B  -  f ^ ( x , E )  ]  ( X *  • 4) dx 
-S / [L + L Y*- CAT - 0«A GA ] (/ "D^Y - 0 , (6) 
» -2 QQ&h TT ^ E *fjjCx,S) ] ©OS ^ x dx " 0, (7) 
» -E ooshSTT B- fjj^{x,g) ] oos ^ xdx « 0, (8) 
|§j.-8ooah5„/'f^x". 8-Vx.8)Jcoafxax.O, (9) 
"» -E oosh 7TT ^ FTX*+g - FJ^(X,S) ] oos& x d x«0» (10) 
6 
Carrying out the integration one obtains; 
4.5000000 - 3.0000000 0^ - 4.S3S853S 0® - 7.3796664 0« 
+ 1314.7947 G4 - 422436.93 O5 + 161579620. CG «• 0 , (11) 
-10.100000 -I- 4.3333333 G3. • 16.600000 Cg + 28.120732 C# 
-4062.7987 O4 + 1281007.4 O5 - 487411740. Cg » 0 , (12) 
1.3335372 - .63661977 G3, - 2.4258839 C« - 5.7959765 0, « 0 , 
(13) 
-.52096047 + .S1S20659 Cj. f.65573179 G# - 3097.9120 0^  « 0 , 
(14) 
.31624579 - .12732395 C,, - .38610006 Gg -1658906 . 0 C 5 «0 , 
(15) 
41 
• .090945688 0^  • ,Zf4,UU9 0# 
- 88@S»S80. 0^  - 0. (16) 
fil® slffiultsjatous aoltttioa of tk« atoo?© six ©guatioas to-
g«tli©r' witfa tli®ir Icaowa ©xaet iraltt«s are as followsj 
Approxiaat© f&lmai 
Oi • 1.0052879 
C« • »5SS9348? 
0® • -.10088559 
• •0OOO12B32711 
Og « •.000000009iesiif0 
Ixaot Valitas 
GJ, « 1.00000000 
Q» • 0.5000000 
0® • -0.103S1119 
0^ • 0.0000000 
00 «• -0.0001553 
Cfi - 0.0000000, Oe - •000000000016m)f4@5. 
Wk«a these values of tb© 0| ar® put Into th© ©xpresaloa 
values of tim mbj h® ocaputed at aay polat la 
til® r@gioa» 
fabl© 5« Evaluated at S®l©®t®fi Polats of th® Cross 
IEOTIOS 
y^K(y^ r i )  VK (X,O) 
Wn C~I, y) 2. S»L / /.oat) 3 /. OOS3 sse. 1 
Z.OI6.Z /•SSLO /. AS'AO 
ZSS'C,! /.QbSi , V7S'36- j.Oti S3 Q.SS^L/ 
fh@ ©orrtspoaAli^ valwa aa ecjBput®^ frcM %h@ exaot soltitSxai 
are givea in the followiag tabl®. 
4S 
fabl© 6. f(x,y) Ifaluated at Seliotefi Polata of the Orosa 
W( ^ r O  IJ/CX, 1) 
V(-'.Y) 2.S000 /. 0000 •S'oooo /.oooo 2.SOOO 
2 oooo l.2T=l(a /.21U 2. oooo 
2.S0OO I.OQOO , Soooo /• oooo Z.sooo 
j*oia the aboTe results, it seeas that when teras are 
to b© ohosen to male® up the approximate expression, the 
following things must be ooasidereil: 
!• Ohoos© only those term® that satisfy the given 
differential equation* 
2» Choose terms that will ooaform to the as®m©try of 
the probl«. 
3. Choose terns frc«a among those froa known solu­
tions ^of similar problem®• 
m 
II,. A • IWITl DIflTOBCS mmOD 
A. Introtiiotloii 
In the field of pa:rtial dlff^rtntlal 0qu.ationB wMoh 
Includes the kej to a fmt ntmber of praetioal problems, 
the present day need is for methods of solution speedier 
and more general than th® aajorlty of analytical solutions 
thus far discovered, fhus th© U8« of Tariational mathode 
in solving. problems in applied mthamatios is "baecaaing 
increasingly C'QMIOII. la important us© of variational 
methods arises in obtaining approxiaate solutions of prob-
lema that are otherwise difficult or impossible to handle. 
When th© variational fomulatlon of the problem demand® an 
analytical expression, it Is often tery difficult to maJtee a 
Judicious choice of the coordinate function fiCx^y) in the 
n 
approximating equation f„ » Ctfi. 
i«l 
In this section an alternative procedure is discuseed 
which replaces derivatives by finite differences and the 
eontinuua of points on the boundary and In the interior of 
the region by a discrete set of points. The values of the 
function are considered only at these points rather than at 
all points of the region in question, fhe discussion will 
be restricted to the solution of laplace's equation in a 
two dimensional region with glir«a arbitrary boundary values. 
Th.® metiiods glifen can b# raadlly «xt®nded to thre® di­
mensions, but tlae aaount of labor Involwd in solving a 
tlir«e dimensional problem will be oonsiderably greater tban 
tliat required for a similar two dimensional problem, Tbe 
oiaple ttodifioations wbleli are neeessary to handle two 
dimensional Polsson equations will be tndloeted. fhe 
method oan also be extended to the equations arising in 
many axially symaetrie problems# 
fhere are two oomaonly used auserieal methods for 
solving boundary value problems la two dimensions whieh 
involve the use of finite differenees. Baoh method has its 
advantages and disadvantages, fh® iteration method is slow 
but is well adapted to use with a oaloulating machine. In 
it the arithmetical operations are shcH*t and simple. 
relaxation method is faster and more flexible, its arlth-
metioal operations are simple but the operations are not 
self oorreetlng as in the iteration method. Constant 
vigilanoe must be maintained by the computer to prevent 
mistakes. It is not adapted to uee with a calculating 
machine. In the use of either method, a physical problem 
must first be stated as a partial differential equation and 
then must be converted to a partial difference equation. 
Needless to say any method of finite differences is inferior 
to the classical method of separating variables but it will 
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give approximate solutloas to problems In which the 
variables cannot be separated. 
fhe ntMerloal method to be discmssed here la one which 
also InvolTes finite differences. This method does not 
however involve repeated corrections, ihen compared with 
the iterative method, for an equivalent net, it requires 
leas time and labor. All operations are simple and can be 
easily carried out by means of a calculating machine. This 
method recognizes the importance of Greenes Theorem for the 
solution of boundary value problems. This theorm es­
tablishes the connection between the integral over the 
volume and the Integral over the surface enclosing the 
volume. In its two dimensional form it gives the relation­
ship between the integral over the region and the integral 
over the boundary enclosing the region. This theorem has 
wide application in numerous physical problems, particularly 
in its symmetrical fom. The theorem may be stated as 
follows: If U and ¥ are point functions, which along with 
their derivatives in any direction, are single valued and 
continuous in a region R bounded by a closed curve 0, them 
When the finite difference statement of this theorem has 
been formed, the approximate value of the required function 
at point of the grid may be cooputed In terms of the 
m 
known i-aliies of tli® grid points oa th& boundary. 
B'* Mait® Diff®r®iioe Hepreseatatloa of Greenes Tiieorea. 
suppose tliat tMs fiaite difference method is used in 
solving Pois8on''s differential equation in two variables 
and witb given boundary conditions* for simplicity let it 
be assumed tbat the function <|(x,y) is required over a 
square area# Let the area therefore be covered by a grid 
consisting of a network of squares of side h and containing 
100 net points. 
^ + I"!* -5X® &Y® C D  
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Fig. 12 Network of 100 Points. 
'/oo 
4? 
Here tli® fsuaotion fix,y) Is to be a boundea function, fh® 
differeao® eqiMtion oorrespondlng to tMs differential 
equation is found by replaeing the derivati-vea by tlieir 
oorresponding differenee quotients • M'Oii section B of 
part I, t^ese difference quotients my be written: 
4 (x,y) « , (2) 
II 
_ ,G, 
4^(X,Y) •  ^ I1 Y^ , ( 4 )  
B* 
IYLX.Y) .  , ,5, 
^ y y ( x , y )  -  ,  ( 7 )  
from the abo^e difference quotients tlie following useful 
relationsMps may be deduced: 
^X^X,Y) » , S|>T^2S:,Y) >* * C®) 
4y(x,y) " 4f(x,y+li) , #^{x,y} « {|y(x,y-fa), (9) 
• LIIC3C+II,Y), (10) 
^YY(X,Y-LI) » $YY(X,Y) » 4^(XGYFH)T (11) 
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" 1 , (IS) 
^ff ' I ^yC2C,y|j, (IS) 
Wliea and are replaaei %j 4xx y^y» r®sp®otlfaXy# 
Poissoa*s tiff©3?@iioe equation beeooes 
^3j^(x,y) + |»yy{x,y) «« f{x,y). {14) 
If an atixillaiy fuaetlon f(x,y) is iatroduoed wMob is 
iefined at all net points, tb®a ^ ipeea's flioorem for this 
square region may b© stated as 
• V*(>as (15) 
<» Y^(WI^4YTY)AS " /<> H DS-^ (JV'TAS . (18) 
In its syraaetrioal fom it "beaomes 
(• H - ^ ll'®= - M (tv'Mv'tjas. (17) 
First, l©t the finite differea©® relationahip for the 
product be formed, ly th© aid of equation (2) this 
product becomes 
h®«|3j.Cx,y)f3j.ix,y) » |{x+h,y)»^ fx,y)] [f{x+h,y)-f{x,y)J 





Aaottosr relationsMp aaj l»® fomeft as follows: 
H*#X^X,R)LX^^*Y^ » •LI®(|{X-HI,Y)F3J^{X+H,Y) 
•»- 4(X+LI,Y)F(XT-SH,7) - ^ix4-h,r)if{x-*-h,r) 







Fig, 13 (Jeaeral Point of H©t. 
In th© syabolism of Fig. 13, thB equations (18) and (19) may 
b« written; 
J - (30) 
O O o I O O O 
- MIFX -HWI -1»'#I2 • 121) 
O  O  / /  O O  I  I  
It now fo»ed for all of tli© points of tiie net 
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amd then are stmaed first alomg ®mh horizootal row and 
then OT®r all horizontal rows, th®a hj us® of equation (20) 
th© following equation is obtained. 
/OQ 
I n n / 2 2 3 /o'*'/o+/ 
(22) 
I '^l 2 - 2  3 3 <i 1 
+ etc. 
froa tho ©quetions (8) and (12). th@ following may .be 
written; 
""•IXT • (S3) K W H KI VK yi \'S'V/ 
h #_f - h#=f , (24) 
When equations (23) and (24) are applied to equation (22), 
it reduces to 
/OO 
I ^ ~ fo^"> ^ 
where ^ Indicates aummation along a colimn and where 
fj. - 0 along the right h&nd' boundaxy, fhla last condition 
would ©ffeotifely eliminate the tenth term in each row of 
equation (22). By the interohaag® of x and y, a similar 
expression may be obtained for h*fyfy.« 
/oo 
, (28) 
I h»h* —*• I* t 9I-II 
io-'it 
where ^  indicates suBmation along a row and where fy • 0 
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along th® tipper 'bou.fidarF# Again If the product 
fomed using equation (SI) then 
joo 
-HLTVH^VHWI HWI-B#! II 22 3 3 I-} /«/<. 
-h'Wjj-h'Wja- H- etc. (27) 2 2 3 3 <i<i /6/0-*"*' /»+/ /O+I 
If equation (2S| is applied to eqoatlon {S7) and if « 0 
on the right band boundary tJton 
/oo 
X • (28) I + 11 + /OIO-®- A.••9 
A Similar expression for $YTY my be obtained by inter-
Changing x and y,, 
/OTO 
H' Z X 4,V"'' ^  ^ V^* 21 WY» . ( 29 ) I  k J H #  - » •  • 5 n ) 3 '  - >  /  /  y  FF/-
9E--20 
This again requires that f^ • 0 on the upper boundary, when 
equations (ES) and (SS) are summed, the asyiametric form of 
Green* s Theorem is obtained where 4^1 "*• ^yy " f(3t,y) at each 
interior point. 
foo 
N' Z •IT-L-NY FET-T Z 21 ^ yt I U K 4^ I'^I TT ir"}! -> I *' I 
-h* H H tjx.r). (30) 3...9 K TV 91-11 Merior'^ 9o-"20 poiyyis 
5g 
Slffiilarly, wheo equations iB8) asft (29) er# suaaed, they 
BEOCME 
/ O O  
K* ZZ( IXVWY) -1> L •VH Z WS-H Z 4V» 5 WY (  K*^n h*«" '  '1^ ••- /o/ t>* 
-H" Z WSI-"" 21 $<RYT-'''ZI$(T^*TY,) . ( 31) 
^...^ n K*^ 81 • n tnUriot-n n TF-SF •?0-"26 POINTS 
If the right toad sides ©f (30) and (31) are equated, th® 
spmetrio form of QfTem*a Theorem is obtained with th® 
restriotioa that the normal derlfatlTe of the auxiliary 
funotion f 'banishes on the top and right hand boundary: 
^o-'Zo 
—B'ZITF^HZ WJ-HZ WJTHZ WY-NIIWY 
points 
+ !l" Z4f Ji+h* Z X • (32) J>-"2c'^'^ ai' ll inUrior 'n.J^ So-20 points 
This finite dlffereno© ©xpreasloa for Green*s Theorem is 
3.1 the seme as that obtained by 1* Pfeiffer, Howefer in his 
derlTetion, it was required that the normal deriiratife of 
^ as well as that of f be ssero on two sides of the boundary. 
This restriction made it praotloally unusable for the 
solving of boundary value problems since it required that 
IS 
Pfeiffer, E. Boundary ?a|»u© Problems in Partial 
Bifferenoe Iquatioas. Jahresberioht d©r Deutsohen Math©-
aatiker Tereinlgung. 43iS71, 19SS. 
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^ to® kmmn on all l>o«ndari©s aad th® sormal deri'ffati^© be 
zero OB two of them. If two of th© laom^arles w®r® such 
that th®lr aomal d®ri^atl¥«s of $ were zero thea It is 
aallkely that the houndar^ values of 4 would h& knows 
there also. By remo-fal of th« aomal derlirati'?® restriction 
on 4 in the diff@r©no© expression of Greenes Theorem, it 
aaj h© applied to a whol© field of prohleoa. 
G# Be^elopment of th© Method of Solution 
An ©xemimtion of ©quation |SE| shows that if th® 
aaxilary function f b® ohosen so that it is harmonic %<fithia 
th© square region, then the last 1B©r® would vanish* fhia 
means that th« function f must he suoh that # +# • o XX 
for each inner point of the square, Creen*s Theorem then 
heeomes 
" S fo-3.0 
- H 7 •V'' Z. WX-" 21 WY-" Z 21 WIS 
"JA" •3'? 
T-H* 21 Z S^^N^ ^ »Y ^  ^ ^ 91-11 /A-•39'^ 
8A-"8T 
furthsr examination of (33) reveals that the only unknown I 
values contained in it are those that lie on the first inner 
square (corners 12, 8S, 8@, 19), and these ooour only in the 
54 
first four sums. 
Somehow a f grid must be s©l«et@a so that it is 
haimonio at least for the iaatr points of th© network and 
for which th® normal deritatite along the right hand 
bouadary aad the upper bouadarj i« aero. Let it b© supposed 
that sueh a grid has beeia found. When it is superimposed 
upon the gi^ren ^-network, equation 133) produces a linear 
equation whose unknowns are the S8 ^ -iraluea of th© first 
inner square, Coaeel'^ably, • if E8 different f grids oould 
be formed similar to the one deeeribed abote, it would be 
possible to obtain E8 linear equations for these E8 ^ 
Talues# Eowe^er a system of 28 equations in E8 unknowns 
would be ao tedious to sol^e that the method would haT© tery 
little aerit. Apparently some care aust be ©xeroised in 
forming the auxiliary ijr-grid# It urould be desirable if a 
|F-grid oould be obtained which would gi^e one equation in 
one unknown, and then to sequentially find the remaining 
unknowns one at a time. This do©i not seem possible. It 
is possible however to so choose the harmonic ^-grid that 
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figj» 14 Hetworlc Point with Its Hetghborlng points. 
Let the ©lements of the 100 point ^ -grid along the 
left hand and right hand t)otmdari»s as well as those of the 
two lower rows be arbitrarily assigned as zeros except for 
fgg whioh ia assigned the valae one. From these, the 
remaining f*s may b© obtained ns® of the harmonic differ­
ence fomula displayed in part !• 
tt - #0 - (ti+t.+*,) . (34) 
fhe t-grid thus produced is shown below. This f-grid is 
harmonic for all inner points of the square. Any values 
may be assigned in the next eoltma to the right of the 
square grid and in the next row ^abo're the square grid so as 
to make the f-grid such that its right hand derivative be 
zero along the right hand and upper boundaries, fhia grid 
fulfills all the requirements necessary for it to be 
applied to equation {SS)» With h • 1 and the above |r-grid, 
the equation (33) gives the equation below. In it and la 
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0 16451a -a06600 142000 -6gf36 18^ 0 -3608 446 -32 0 
0 33028 -S®1S2 2459® -0344 g2®0 -336 m -1 0 
0 6?5E -7432 4080 -1S96 240 -24 1 0 0 
0 141S -1408 652 -160 ao -1 0 0 0 
0 304 —264 96 -16 1 0 0 0 0 
0 68 -48 12 -1 iJm 0 0 0 0 0 
0 16 -8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 4 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fig. 15 Hamoaie f-gria with fgg «• 1* 
all other equations whloh follow th® ©xpression 
TK = / 1 
is to indioata the sumiaatioa of th© products of ^ and f(x,y) 
evaluated at eaoh point indicated in are©n*s Theorem wh®r« 
the f-'^alues ar® the elements of th@ iadieated grid, » 1, 
l@4SlS43^ g-E06600^ 3i2'H4E000|3^ 4-62f8i4lg**'18'^ 0#16-3fi08(|3^ 7 
• SS028C#g+#23^ |-3tlig^ g-i-S4S96^ 4-tS44(|g 
•t-8gi0|g-S3S(|^ +28<|g4Q4ef5g4gj^ l^41B#g3,4S04<|)43_ 
If we ohooa© for a seooad ^-grid, all of the arbitrary 
f ©qual to zero ©xoept Igg « Ij for a third net, » Ij 
for a fourth net, fgg » 1} then w® get three other equations 
for 4ig»#i3f-i«l>i9= 
§7 
-189g@<|j|^ 4^M4043^ 8-448(^ g^ - -57424^ 3 
•484®®|4-E6656{|g+9680^ |g-g288fi^ +Sg74g-g8|9 
•743g|g2^ +1408^ g3^ +g64$4x+48^ gi'*«>@x*'^ fl'^ t3*"^ 30"^ <^  ^
i42000|32-®®®^ ®®^ lS"^ 2^4tfS|3^ 4*gf29444ig+1609S843^ @ 
-iiSf643^ i^-189£84ig-S60©<l3^ g - E43t®(^ g^ #3^ 3^ )-48490^ 3 
4.S9e84#4-4S8S2|g*a6684^ 0-9a81#^ +a^ 8|6-S36(|0 
+4080#3j^ 'i'e§S#23_'|.96^ ^^ 4lg4g3^ 4-4g^ +|^ -<|^ Q-M(|3Q-3S6^ 3Q 
6g73603^ g-16O48O4i3-^ g7Bf44^ 3^ 4-3g§44o|j^ g4E7S97«li® 
-16OtB84x7'*-46344<j>j^ 0-1848O4x^  • tS44{#g-l43^ 3^ )-g66564g 
•4885S44-§t71g4g+4883S4@-SS6844^ #f®80|@-B2fi0{|g 
fo Obtain the f-grids oorpespoBdliig to setting |r@g* Xj 
^88 * ii ^8f " %$ " til© fOMT existing griSs may b© 
ased. If til© grid of fig, 15 la r«flooted on its ^ ertioal 
oonter lln® the grid for |f@| • 1 ia obtained, ©to. If on® 
uses thoa® four new grids, four isor® equations oan b© 
mlttm whos® ooeffioitnts of tli« unknowns are the same as 






--g06600|xe+li45lS<|xg - -(#g-t"fxx)+S0<|3-33e^ 44-SS6Oi|>g 
-9344|g+MS96#7-3915SJ|@+53Og849"»'^ 90-»-^ 9Q+4^ 8O 
-».l6<|lyo4.680gQ*SO4<|go4-141#4o*675S<^ gO*33Og8^ 2O-^ 2:ffQ, (39) 
^-1 




- K .  ( « i  
Vs»- I 
+3S4®924x7-S69336#x8*l'^ 2000#xf * •356(42+4lx)+2S8843 
-9e8l44+ge684^ g-48832|0+59684<|^ 40496|@+E439s40 
+E439#2o-I Z t%, (41) 
y„=, " 
-184804xg*663444xg-lS09284j^ 4+Ef297a4x5-3SS44D4xs 
+S7S94443^ y-160480#iQ+®2?364j^ @ « -8260(#g+4xx)*®®®®^ 3 
-20e8444+40833<|>g*59?X24g"»'«83S#y-8@6S64@+93444g 
-(tl96-S4o4g^ -E04g3^ -$4^ 48o^ l6<>SO'^ l»t440-^ 12»®'t'80*»3*^ 30 
- XL<«n. (48) 
Wh-- I 
®io aatur© of the ooeffioients on tli® left sid® of the 
equations (35) tiirotigli. (42) suggest tfaat tlies® eight 
equations may be solved in a simple aanner. If the equations 
(3S) + (S9), 136)+(40), (37)+(41), (38) + (42) are formed, they 
m  
result in four equations lETolifiiig tli® imknow»s 
(4i3 + 4i0)» (^14 + aad Clj^g + , When thm& same 
©quatioas are subtraoted, tlitu four ©qmatioas are obtained 
involfiag th.® unknowns ), 
(^14 • ^^15 •" ^16^* Tliese ©quations ar© shown 
below» 
1 6 4 4 8 0 ( 4 i g + 4 i 9 ) - S 0 6 1 5 S ( + 1 3 8 3 9 2 { )  
-4485S(4x5+4I6) * 330S7+34060(44+^ 7) 
-7084( 4B+<l>g) +330271 ^n+lgo) izi*ho ^  ^^ 31-^ 40 ^ 
+304{(|43^ +45o) +e8( 4g3^ +4g0 ^  ^•61*'<^ 70 ^ •^ <^«^ 7l''^ 80 ^ 
2061§S((|xa+4l9)-30g87g(43^ g+4;j^Q)+g5040S{4x4+4i7) 
-94136{4x5+4x6) - 391E4(4g+49)-57087(4g+4Q)+46208{44+47) 
-16976C45+4e)+39134(4xx*«l'20^ -'^ ®^^ W^^ 30^  
41408{ 43x*<I»40 ^ ^^ 41*^ 50^  5^1*^ 60 ^  ^<^ 61-^ 7^0 ^ 
+ {471+400^^93*^^98^"" f^n yr,,.!  ^ T«»=:l " 
138398 (4x8+4x9) -850408 (4x34x0) +258616 {4x4+<l>17) 
-113016(4x5+4x6) - 34060(4g+49)-46S08(4g+4Q)+50003(44+47) 
-33148(45+4®) +24060 (4xx-^ 3^0 ^  ^^ SX"'^ 30 3^l'*^ 40 ^ 




44256 ()-94136 { )+112016 (#^^^4x7) 
-S3464(#3^ g+(|3Lg) « 7084{#g+^ 9H169f6f#g+4eJ'^ ^^ l^ <^^ 4*<t»7) 
-lO879|<|g+^ g)+7O84{^ 3^ +^4g0)'^ lO56(4g3^ +#3Q)+14O((^ g3L+<j>4Q) 
W'tso'*«'51^'f6o)-"l>9s^'»96)-^2:i!ff„-11 fn ' I*®)' 
V«S'I \|'g4,-| 
164S44( i -20704e( +14S608{ ) 
-8m6(ij^g-(tj^ g) - 330E9((LLG-<TG)-S9180((JG-4A)+S«3S(L|L4-LT7) 
-11604(45-4j)t33029(l|)2i-42o)+87S8(4lgi-<>g(,)-H412((Jgj^ -(|l4o) 
•304( 44I-4so ) +«8 "I'EI"^  60' ' ^el"^  70' "^ 7l"^ eO' * "''81"'^ 90 ' 
*'V-'>99'-  ^
«,>, " ° f„._, " ° 
a0704e( <>12-419) -sioisst +280264(414-417) 
-228824(4ig-(tlij) - S9180(4g-4g)-S7761(4j-(tg)+50784«ll4-(lly) 
-88SS6( +59180 (^ u-^ so) +'4S3( tgl-lllso >•!*<»< '>Sl-<>40' 
•S64( 441-4 50) •si"*' 60' +8 ( 481-47O) (471-480) - (493*498! 
-ZZtfn+IIt'n. (48)' 
VM-I " 
145608(^ X2*"^ 19 ^ -S882@4C ^ is) +391368 ((|  ^^) 
-'43S87E«J3L5"<^3,g) «• 24mi0g-<|g)-5Of84C4g4Q)+69365(^4-47) 
-75516C45-<^ 6)+24732C^ 3^ 3^ 4go^ "'^ 0^^ ^^ 2r^ 30^ "'®®®^ 3^r^ 40^  
+® ® ^ ^ 41"^ 50 ^ ^ 5^1*^ 60 61*^ 70 ^  ^^ 94"^ 97 ^ 
^ ^87=1 
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-598416{4i5-4ig) - 11604C#G-#G)-.seS3SC^ G-^|Q)+755L6(44-47) 
-108545145-4e)+iieo4C (|ii4go) +issec ^ ^ hr^m ^ 
^l'(*41-<>80'*tt81-t60>-(^95-<>96>-IlK 'H fn '  <®0)* 
%4=( 
fk© rlgM liaad side of ©aofe of tbf above equations (43) to 
(50) ©ojsfcaia only known values, flm set (43), (44), (45) 
and (4S) may b« solved for tfei# unkaewas (4i8+^i9)i 
^^13*^18^* ^^14*^17^ (47), (48), 
(49) and (K)) may be solved for t3i« unknowns {4i2*"*i'lt^» 
^^ 13"^ 18^ » ^^ 14**^ 17^  values of th© 
unteows ^ i,g»*»»»^i9 oaii easily obtained froa th® above 
solutions# Indeed, if the region in question haa ayametry 
witb reapeot to the vertioal ©enter line, then the equatims 
(47) ttoough (50) drop out einee • 4J^Q, etc, 
fhe value of o®®. then be obtained by solving 
the first four equations,(45) through (46), 
If the values of • • • »lx9 known and are 
error free, then all of the reaaiaing ^-values of the 
lattice may be obtained froa the two upper rows and the 
vertioal boundary oolumns by using the harraonio formula of 
equation (34), In praotioe however, this process gives an 
unfavorable aooumulation of error from the 
*A11 starred equations are used in the actual solution 
of problems* 
iE 
Tin# fal«®s along tlie left aid© of th® first inner 
squar® aay la© obtained by snotJaer snltable oholoe of 
f-grlda. Just as before, arbitrarily ofaooae tb© Talues of 
tb© left and rigbt bomaaries ®s well as the two lower rows 
as 'Zeros exoept for Sboose •gl - 2., 
0 - 4 1 0  0  - 0  0 -1© 8 -l 0 - 0 0 -60 48 -IS 1- -0 
0 -1 0 0 G - 0 0 -4 1 0 0 ---0 0 -16 8 -1 0--0 
1 0 0  0  0- -0  0 -1 0 0 0 - 0 0 -4 l 0 0 -0 
0 0 0 0 C5--0 1 0 0 0 0 --0 0 -1 0 0 0 --0 
0 0 0 0 0 -0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I I I '  1  
0  0  0  0  0 — 0  1 ' 1 ' 1 1 p  I ' l l  1  
1 0 0 0 0-- 0 1 II 1 ' 1 1 II 1 ' ' 
' 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0— 0 
1  I ' l l  '  
. 1 , 1  
0 0 0 0 0 --0 
1 ' ' 1 1 ' 
, 1 1 II ' 
0 0 0 0 0 --0 
fig# 16 fig. 17 Fig. 18 $4^1*1 
Wken tb® grid of Wg. 16 is applied to equation (53)» tbe 
following eqmation l® defined wbiob glfes tbe valne of 
In tems of JCBOTO boundary valmes. 
If tbe grid wltb * 3. is fomed, a similar expression 
for 433 obtained in tbe same way. 
- -*'^ '^ S''^ 3"'^ ll'^ ®^^ lS"®^ lS"^ 1^4*'^ ai*'®'%S"'^ lS*^ 2S • 
a® grid for gl-res 
m  
4^8 - -l®(llg+8(|lj-(t^ -16$j^ j^ +68|j^ 3-4e(>3^ g+la(tj^ 4^3.5-02i-l31 
+16fj^g-efj^3-l-fj^4+4f2g-fgg+fgg . (53)* 
If OBe prooeeSs In tMs sanner, equations for <^gg, 4@g» 
and may b# obtained after foming siieo©BSiT«ly, tlie 
f-grids with fg^ • 1, « 1, ©to» on up to « !• fhei^ 
grids may b® obtained from the master-grid below by sbifliing 
the f-grid of Fig. 19 on traolng pep#r o^er tbe (^-networic of 
?i@.12. 
0 -164512 806000 -14SOOO @Bf$6 -18480 3608 -448 -1 
0 •3S0S8 S9162 -S4396 9344 -8S60 336 -88 X 0 
0 -6758 ?43S -4080 1^ 96 -S40 M 1 0 0 
0 -1418 1408 -i&E 160 -SO 1 0 0 0 
0 -304 S©4 -96 16 -1 0 0 0 0 
0 -68 48 -IS 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -16 S —1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fig. 19 The f Master O-rid, 
fhe resulting equations are shown below. The ©xaot ex­
pression for iHi ©aoh of the following equations may 
n. ** 
b© found in the appendix. 
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•S2 - -8842+4B()3-lSlt^ +lt5-68ltil*3O403,2-2S4^ 3^ g-.9a|l4-16(Jj5 
'88 -,G^864(»j-96(F^^L64G-4G-30*^3^^ »1412(|L g^-140e43^ 3 
•ZL^fn, (5S) 
" -141S(^ g+1408<|g-®5E«|^  •H60|g-go45+47-141E|3^ 3^ -i-6 752(^ 3^ 2 
»+4080<| 3^ 4-Igf 64 xg+E40|3|^ g-E441^ 7+43.8-304(^ 3^^  
(S6) 
4@g • -675g4g*»*743E43-4080<|4+lSfS#5-'B404g-g447-4g-675a43^ 3^  
•5302842^ g-S915E4^ g-i-M3f64i^ -®3444^ gi-SE603^ g-33643^ 7 
Ilt'n (S'l 4* 
laoh suooeeding eqmatloE bss larg«r and larger ooeffleients. 
la an entirely similar manner ©qmatlons can be oorapnted for 
^29 "to lat* ®3i®y gi?en belew* 
2^9 " "•^ t"^ 20'^ '^^ 19"^ 18*^ lf* 
#39 • •-449+#@-4^ g0+164i9-8<li8*^ l^f*^ SO'*'ZZf^ n (59)* 
CSOf 
m  
'<58 ' -«a«9^ 484,g-lS(5^ .,t^ -S843(,*aO4(t^ ,-E64(t^ rt80^ y-18i^ g 
•'•il5"J-®$30~^^40"'^80'''2^It'o' '®^' 
* -•3O44@*26440*'9S^ '^<'16^ g*»^ g-'3O44gQ+14X2^ 2^ g""14^ 84j^ g 
•6i24x7*"l®®^ lS'** SO 50*^ 60 
•Iltfn, (62) H ** 
« -3.41g^ 9+l«8|g-6§g#^ -».l@o«|g-^ #g+44-141s4gQ-«-67524i9 
.743g(Ji8440804i9.1296#j^ gi^ g4Q#ig-E4C|i44.43^ 3-3044go 
©^9 •» -675S#^ +?43248-'*^ ®^ f^ 3.S9S4g-M0#g+g4<^ 4-<j>g-67Sg<|gQ 
•330g84x9-3915g«|3^ @+2439i^ |3^ -^®344||^ g+3B604i5-33@<|3^ 4 
•28(|j^ g-4lg-141£(|^ ~3O4|4o-684|5Q-i6|0o""^ 7O'"^ 8O 
• Zlffn . (04) n, 
the large ooeffieients ooowrrlng la th® equations for 
6^2» hn* 8^2' ^ 6f' 8^9 
also th® falu® of the ^ *8 ia th# icw©r aid© of the first 
lim®r squar® may b@ obtalaed. by aarryii^ out th® above 
ooaslderatloKS omee again with tha side of the square 1 ••*10 
as bas© lis®* Again two systems of equations are obtained# 
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184480{ ^egi-lJeg) W">88' +13e392('>04-^ <fa7) 
-44,258(tgg+tag) - 33027((tgg+4,g)-S9124(4,3-WJg8) 
+24060l$94+^ 97)«7084($^ g-»*(^ gQ)+330S7{4g3_+(t90)+6752((t71+^ 80) 
•HU2( ) +S04( 0gi+(t5o) +68( ) +16 (lll3i+<t4o) 
£06153 (^ 82+489 ^ f Qg+^ gg)+SS0408 (484**'407) 
-941S6{l>8B^ <tee' • 3912^ «l»92**9»)-"'0S7($jj-4g8) 
+46208{ (^ 9^ +$9y)-16976((^ gg+$9g)+39184(i^ 02_+(J9o)'*'^ *3^ t^ 71*'feo^  
+140e( 1 *2®*! ^51''''t'60' 4^1*^ 80' ''•®' '^ 31*'^ 40' 
13839S( •82+489' -2®0«®( "^ SS+^ ea' +288616 (4le4-K>87) 
-118016(lJ85-K|l86) " ^^sol^ea+^ssl-^ssosiitigg+igg) 
tS0003((>G4+$g7)-2ai48(4lg5+4GG)+240«0(<tgj^+<|l9o)-f4056((>7J^+(>GQ) 
•SSK •gi+^ o^' **® f ^ Sl'^ S^O' ' ^il'^ '^ so' •*•' '^ 31'''^ 4o' •*•' ^ 4^ ?^' 
-Llpn -ILPn- Wf 
4425® (^ gg+^ Qg) -94136(^ 83+480^  +112016 {^ 84*^ 8^7 ^ 
-§2464(485*^ 8^6^  * ^ 084rC492"^ 49f)""i®9^ ®(^ 93+498) 
+ggl48 (494'*'497) -10879 (49S+49@) *l81"*"^ 90 ^ '*'^ 0S6( 47i'^ 480) 
-llpn -Ilj'm. (68)* 
%!-.l " V«--l 
m  
im&m 482-^ 89 H207048C %3-488)  ^«l84*487) 
- 8S0g9C49g-4tt)'-3®lS0C493-498) 
+Mm(494-#t7)-U604C(|954fs)-^ S302®(|8l-^ 90^  
6^78g{ Q) +30^ (  ^  ^^ 41*^ 50 ^ 
Vgi-1 Wsi-1 
K a 
BOfOmi IggHlgg) -31015E( •288g04C #84-^87^ 
.S2@824C|8g-(|Q^ ) - S«180C|@g4gfHS9?ei(i|93-l98^  
•50f84C|94-#97HS6336{ 19^ 496) 
•74S3( 471-#80 ^ +1^® i ^ 61"4f 0) +S64C Igl-^ fiO ^  ^141-^ 50 ^ 
"*'6C4gi*#4oi'*"^ S^l"^ 30^ "^ S^"*%^ *'ZZ "•'XZ » 
V«=' 
U5me i <^ 82-^ 89 ^ -S9SE64{ lag^ ss^  +391368 (^ 84-^ 87^  
-4aS8fEC#05-(|0@) - 847S8{#9g4fiHS0784{<|93-498) 
-I'SggSSi #94^ 97) -79S1@( 38( #8^ 01^  
+4104{ 4^ 3^ -480) •6W{ ^§1"^ 70 ^  ^  ^ 4^1'^ S0 ^ 
Wf"' 
-S98416{|8g-<|Qg) • 11604(|9g-499)"^ ®®®C493"<l98^  
•7S31$C|5^ 4g^ ) -10854S( ) "•11604C ^©r^ f^O ^ 
•iSS6( <l7X*'480 ^  ^  ^ S^l"*^ 60 ^  ^^ 41"^ 50 ^ 
Wc'l  ^
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ftiese two sets of ©quatloas may ba solf«d as before tMa 
gi^iag th« values of <|Qg, Iss* •* 
that th® equations for fgg, ©to, were obtaiaed, new 
equations for (|gg, #gg and for (l^g, (1>§9 may b© 
obtained la terms of boundary 
valuea, 
7^2 - -^ 9E-'t81*^ a8-<^ 83-' ^ 88 • C®'* 
•«S " -^ 9S'*^ 93-*'>81+J-®^ 82-®^ 83+W'^ 71'"^ t^'n • 
. (V5)' 
*^ 79 " "^ 99'"^ 90'*'^ 89"'^ 88''' *89 • ('6)" 
•S9 " -4499^ 'l'98-4l|'90-^"*89-8W'>87-W^^ ?'n > (">' 
4S9 " "^ ®'^ 99'^ ®^ 9B"^ 97"^ ®'^ 90"^ ®®'^ B9"^ e^e'^ ^^ 8^7"'^ e6"^ 80 
-1^ 70+511 tfn • (78)* 
In tMs manner, all of tiie ^-values of the 1®!, inner square 
may b© oomputed, first by solving for aJid 
^8S» their reapeetiv® sets of equations, then 
by solving for the remaining 4-'*aX»®® in terms of these and 
the boundary values. 
In order to find the values of the seoond inner square, 
it ia neoeasery to restate the difference relationship for 
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Green'a flieorem. If one uses eguatioB (20) tli© expression 
for ®®y fouM as feefor©* However this time no 
restrietioa needs to be mad© eonoeming the normal deriva­
tive of # on any boimdary# this is also true of 
W;; « h K* 
Therefor® the expression for areen*s Theorem in this case 
beoomes 
h 5 • t-h ^  5 O-h'S Z •y^ilr 
- n 5;tVh^«j+hZ # -hi; z z «yj 
ao-^o «...#'rn»\jr i--) # 83-s? n n-'^ ^^•••^^ n yi3 Jf 
-li*II1WB(x,y) . (78) 
'»•_••/9 
Her® again, f mmst be hamoaio over the interior points. 
If the f-grids of Fig. IS are used again, first with 
%1 * ^41 * ^  finally with « 1, equation 
(79J gives: 
•as " ' '®o'" 
4'as ' "®45+'t4,-8tj^ g+32^ j_jj-18(tj^ +^(tj^ j-((gg-4^ gg+2X'f'ii > (81) 
•« - -*8*a 
•"3.64g3-#gg*40Sg"*'ZZf^ n • (82) 
when the f-field is inverted and the sane f-grtds are 
applied, the following eqaationa are obtained; 
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•^ 73 " *83 • 
'^ 83 - •92-«f93^ 't'94^ 8^1-8<>8S^ "*83-8W»85^ 2:Z:tf„ . (84)* 
<>53 - -«49a''^ ®'^ 94-*9S-*®*8S*"®^ 8S*'®^ 84*l®'l'86-*86"®*7S 
-16lty5-^jg-4i55,»ZXffB . (8S) 
Equations (81), (82), (84) aad (85) aay b© simplified to 
reads 
'>33 " '>8-^ V'l'4'^ ll-®*12*^ '*13-®^ 14**15''2;^ tfn . (86)* 
••si+ZrtfB . (S'l* 
*>33 " ®'t9S"^ ''">93'^ ®^ 94"'>9S'*^ ®'^ 8X"*®^ 82'^ ®°'^ 8S"**'>84'''^ ®^ e5 
• I®®'" 
If the same oonsideration Is gi^ren for the ease when 
the sqmare field is rotated a quarter tum oomter-
olookwise then the following equations are obtained: 
S^® " "^ 30"^ 19*^ ^^ 29""^ 39'^ %9 * 
S^6 * *"^ ®^ 30**"®^ 40"'^ S0*^ ®^ 19"^ ®^^ g®"^ 3^9'^ ®^^ 49"^ 59"'^ 18 
4i7*Z2^fa » C«3L) 
•as - -68<t30*^ 'l'40-lS't'BO*'>60-88*U*30«4a»-a«44s9*»®*49 
-16^ g9+4,g-18(ll8-4ii7-l>la+2ZtfB > 1*®' 
-140a4g9»SSB(t4,-160i5j+S0l>s,479-68$ie-i8ti7 
-^18-*XB*I> t'n • (»S' 
If the ©qmatloBs for •X'® substituted iato th® 
at}oire ©quatioas tliea th@ followiag tquatloas ar© obtalaed: 
<IB7 * (95)"^  
h& - 'h''h5*^u'^if*h$ » 
^E3 - "h-hz^^h^'hA'hB ' 
Wla®a til® field is inferted and th@a rotated a quarter 
turn oounterolookwise, tli® followiag equations are obtaiaedj 
7^8 *" "'^ 98*^ 07'*"^ 08**^ 8i'*"%8 » (100)* 
7^7 " * (101)" 
*• •^ ®6-^ 85^ 8^®4®f+%s # {102)* 
f Z  
'^75 • -*95-W'^ 88-'l'e6*'e5' 
7^4 " "'ffl4"'^ 83**^ e4~'^ 88*'e4 • (10*) 
•73 " -'''93-*82'-^ 83"*>a4'''ea • 
If til# field is r«fl®0t«d on tii® 'rertioal middle line, 
thi® aaa® f-grids prodmo© tli® following equations# When 
siaplified they beocmej 
5^8 " "•96*®^ 97"J-^ '^ 98'''®^ 99"48B*^ 8^6"*®^ e7'*®°^ 88"*®^ 89 
•a> 90*^ 80-" ^2: ffn . (108) • 
<>68 • 497-'Mi9a*<>99''*86-®'>e7'*''-'''>88-®*89**90'"2^^?'n • '^0*'' 
, nd In this way all of th® f-falaes of the Saw inner square 
»ay be found, 
the fom of areen*s fheorsa used in sol-ving for th© 
4-values of th© third inner square is 
hEcJit-bE •it+hZ ^ ^-h% Z Z 
- •V'S Wis*'''£ Wyy 
^3- -T3 ^9--7'r hw /3")&HA /3-- /9 aq-fi 
.h*ZZffn(x,y) . (110) It---?{( VI "• ii-cs 
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If th© f-grids of Flg» 19 with « 1 and » 1 ar© ussdj 
th© following ©quattoas may h® ohtalned. 
- 4s-#4+^ S+%g-8^ 1S*l%4-#l@+lli+Zl-t^ a » (lis)** 
- H|g^ 8(|g-.17^ +^8#g.4^ -|li'^ l4lg-4®4ig+a0^ 14-49(^ l§ 
fh© reaaiaing faluea of the third iantr square may b© 
fomd by inirersioa aad for) rotation of th® <|-fi©ld, 
3^7 * •'^ S9*^ g8*^ 3^8"^ 48*^ S8 " *%7*^ g8*^ S7**^ S6*% 
- Iltf^ , U16)^ 
- , (118) 
@^4 * ~^ 6g"^ 75*^ 6^3*'^ SS*%3 (lit) 
" If g"^ t4+^ 95'*'l82""®^ 8S"*'^ ^^ 84"'®^ 8S'''^ 06'^  ZZ » (ISO) * 
S^4 ** ""^ 84"*'^ 8§""^ 7^S'^ ®^^ 74**®^ 75'*'^ 7§''^ 6S'*'ZZ ^ f|i (121) 
• -|@2+8'l9g-17#94+8f95-49@-^ 83L*^ ®^ 82'"^ ®l83''"®®^ 84 
-49#@5aE«|@g487*Z2ffj, . mzr 
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^67 « (123) 
* <^ 98"'^ 9?*''^ 9S"*^ 8^9~®^ 88*^ '^ 8^f*®^ 06"^ 8^5'^ ZZ ffji » (124)* 
m ••44g^^(|gg-4^yg+16^^^—Z Z (125) 
- -|99*e#§6-l^ l97*8#9g-#fg-#90"«'124e9-49^ QQ+80|Q^  
.49#3g4iafgg43^ + ZZP^  , (126) * 
hn • •"^ 3^2"'^ 42"^ 2^3*^ ®^ @S-®^ 4S*^ 53*^ 24* Pn 
= 2^  t^ a » 
6^0 " •'^ e9^ 5^9-^ 78''^ ®^ 66-®^ S8"'^ 48"^ 97* K ^^  
* 49g"#9@'^ 97"^ 8^4"®^ @g**'^ ^^ 0@^ 8^ '^ 8^8"^  ^  ^ f ^a » (130) * 
* "^ "^••6$g-*17<^ i^ "*^ 8<|g-4g"'4gQ*124j|^ *^"49^ l^ g+80(|j^ -^'49^ 2^ g 
•as • -^ •s2-^ 'l'BE-^ 7S*l®*8S-®*8S**«-'^ 74^ 5;lJr„ (133) 
- •94-^ »5"^ 6^ *e3-®W"*88-®48e^ '>87^  
Wmn th.© amm proeeture la followed for the 4|B Inner 
sqwar®, oa© obtains: 
4^5 " *"^ 25~^ 34"*"^ 5^S''^ S®*^ 35 " "^ 48"^ 34"*"^ 4^4"'^ 54*^ 44 » (^ 35)* 
fS 
•B6 • -'t7S-*87^ '^''66-*85^ '«6 " -^ Ba-447*^ *57-*67^ '57' 
•s5 " ~^ SSS'"'I'64'''^ 54"'I'44''''S4 " "^ 78"'^ 64**^ 66"'f66*'6S" (IS®)* 
To solT® th® problem \7"4(^»y) • for a sqmr® 
ragioa for wMoli the totiMary iralmes ar® known, oa© must 
first aolT® tlie four aetei of four equations: 
C4Sj,*sC'i®h {47),-',C§0|} lis),••,{68) J (69),••,(72), 
Slae© thi® first aa§ tMr4 a©ts, tke seoond and fourth sets 
of equations MT® tto aaa® ooeffioients for the unknowns 
and only differ by their constant terns, the solution of the 
four sets of equations is relatively simple. Having found 
^1S****»^19 4~'''a3.ues may be 
ooaputed by use of the starred equations. The aoeuraoy of 
suoh a solution is better than if the haraonie formula (34) 
had been used to compute the imatning ^ -values from the 
two upper rows. However the solution by means of the har-
ffioaio formula is less tiae ooasualng. The time required to 
obtain the solution of the problea by formula is itself 
auoh lees time eoiisuming than the solution by Liebmann's 
iteration procedure. 
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D. Application to a Heat Problem. 
To illttstrate thm us® of the method of the preoedii^ 
section, consider the problea of determining the steady 
tMperature (Kx,y) in a square plat©. For the purpose of 
illustration it will be sufficient to consider here a 
plate with edge on® unit long. Let the temperature aloig 
the lower base be kept at zero and let it have assigned 
temperature distributions along the other three sides.# It 
m&j also be obserted that as long as » o on the faces, 
the thictoess of the plate does not affect the problem* 
Then <|Ca2:,y) is the solution of the following problem! 
3 

















Fig. 20 Gross Section of Heet Problem 
V*<^(x,y) « 0 , 
(^(z,0) « 0 , 
< X < 1, 0 < y < 1) (1) 
(0 < X < 1) 
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4(0,y) « c|{l,y) » 7 , CO < y < 1) 
•« S + oos 2Tr(x- (0 < X < 1), 
I«©t this sqmare region h© ©oirered BY a network of OE® 
himdrea polsts. The botmtery iralws for e@eh of th® 
points have been oomputeS and app#ar in the table b©lw 
with the exception of th® points • • • »4ioo 
zero» 
t ?abl© 7. Boundary ?alu®s for Heat Problem. 
m (feCn.l) (Ko.n) 
0 1,00000000 ,00000000 ,00000000 
1/9 1,23395556 .iiiiim ,11111111 
g/t 1,8^ 635183 .Z2ZZBSZn ,22gSSg2S 
0/9 S»50000000 ,3333333# ,33333333 
4/9 S.9396986E AAAJ iAA  AA  A A, A A A A A A • 'Ub LV 4lr  ^A A *111. 
5/9 E.93969S6g ,5585555« ,55555556 
6/9 £,50000000 ,6@6i666f .66666667 
7/9 l,8g635183 ,7777777® ,77777778 
8/9 1.83395555 ,88888889 ,88888889 
1 1,00000000 1,00000000 1,00000000 
Tim natar® of the boundary conditions are auoh that th® 
•vertical oenter-llne is a line of sfmrntrj. Thus th© sets 
of ©qaations Intolflng (4ig*lif )»***» ^ ^ 15"^16 ^ 
iio not exist. Wh®n the boandary 
vaXtt«» ar® substituted Into th© two reaalning sets of 
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©quatloas tlie constant terms for tb© two sets of equatioas 
(43),•••,(46) and (65),••«,(68) are reapeotlvely: 
887§1.091 n@5eas46 
10S596.439 13252,1^ 51 
60460,853 7606.3333 
16693.EEO E145*45S9 . 
fli© slaultaneous solutions of tlie two sets of equations 
are given below. 
4ig » " 2.17563629, ^sg » .16389985, 
1^4 * ^ 17 • 1.93436258, 8^4 " ^87 " •157433SS, 
1^3 1^8 * !• 55407784, 9^3 * ^ 88 " »14537903, 
1^8 " ^ 19 " 1.17454272, @^E * ^ 89 " .12989099. 
TM© remaining ^-values can be -foiiiid in two different ways. 
Til© Mmonlo formula may be used, beginning with the upper 
boundary falues along with the second row of values 
4i2»***»^19»^20» progressing down through the region to the 
lower boundary. The results ©f such a procedure ere given 
in the table of results shown below. It will be noticed 
that the computed values for the lower boundary differ 
sojaewhat from the actual boundary values. This is due to 
an aooufflttlatioa of error frc» the #ig»*'*»0i9» 
The solution is also carried out by means of the 
extended procedure. The remaining -values are found by 
n 
m©a3Q8 of the atarred formula© of th® preeefliag section,. la 
orfler to Julge th® solutions fo«n4 toy means of th® Pfeiffer 
proeedure» the problem was alao solirti by means of th® 
Iteration proeedure described in part I, These thre® so­
lutions app®ar in tabular foim b®low. It will fe© noticed 
that th®r@ is exoellent oorrespontenoe between the reaults 
of the iteration prooedure ant th# extended Pfeiffer pro-
oedur#. 
E. Applieation to a Modified Square Hegion 
Th® method of part IX was detreloped for the solution 
of boundary value problems involving a square region. The 
method may be used for aolviii^ many probl®as involving' 
variations of the square field. Itie forci of the finite 
difference expression for Green's fheorea is unchanged. For 
example, it may be used in th» caae of e square field with 
a reentrant corner, The terms involving suiaaation along the 
left hand boundary will be summed over the points p:l, 
11,••.•,41J 06,*»*,96 and the tejms involving SBiamation 
aloE® the lower boundary will be »umed over the points 

































Table 8. Tiirg® selutlQiis of Heat Problem 
lelaxatioa Pfalff«ir Extended pfelffer 
Prooedtire Frooedure Procedmre 
19 1,17454 l,17454a7g 1,17454272 
18 135408 1,55407784 1.55407784 
17 1,93547 1,93546258 1,93546258 
16 £,17564 E,1756«6g9 S,1756S6S9 
29 1.0E125 1.0glS4859 1.02m859 
B8 1.87996 1,87998483 1.S79954S3 
Bf 1.51S16 1.51214619 1,51E14619 
26 1.65174 1,65178367 1,65172367 
39 ,85E7g .85871963 .85S71964 
38 1.03334 1,03234430 1.03E34430 
37 1,18145 1,18144428 1,18144488 
36 1.S6740 1,86739853 1.26738768 
49 .69061 ,69061896 .69061899 
48 .81525 .81535906 ,81525905 
47 .91388 .91388810 ,91388810 
46 .9690S ,96908764 ,96899509 
59 .53890 ,§3894159 .53889089 
58 .6S416 ,62418488 ,62415396 
87 .68979 •6898214B ,68975798 
5© ,78576 ,72579629 .72575152 
69 .39640 ,39651808 ,39638976 
66 .45268 ,45g71745 ,45267204 
67 .49536 ,49541641 ,49544834 
66 .51848 •51855981 ,51848887 
79 .26068 ,26107995 ,26067377 
70 .E9481 ,29475043 .29479211 
.3^ 048 ,33058696 ,32045455 
76 .33430 ,33440673 ,33426453 
89 .1S930 .1308g907 ,12929099 
88 .14539 ,14461736 •14537908 
87 .15748 ,15777417 ,15743322 
06 .16392 .1640f34S .16389925 
99 .00000 ,00650786 .00000000 
98 ,00000 -,00488433 ,00000000 
97 .00000 ,00179^ 934 .00000000 
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fig. 21 Cross Seotioft of Torsion Problea 
0 60 -48 12 -1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 16 -8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 4 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
fig* £2 f-grid with tgg • 1, 
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IiSti tkere fee gi"?8E a prlsaatlo bar with unifom cross 
3©0tioa in the shape of an angl® as shown in Fig. 21. Its 
longitudinal axis lies along th® z-axis. Suppose it is 
twistsd hf a coupl© applied at its ©ads, fhis problem 
reduota to the solution of the problem of Biriohlet. 
« 0 in R , (1) 
on th# boundary. 
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Gr@©a*s Theorem for this oas© may be written as 
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j"*" ,.x" » t ,\:X " it::y. 
' -n'Z II^ ^i'.y Z »I-1> Z 5 #y-ll 5t?y 
'PIMV^ ^ /DT^OO 9- l -to'^ 
+ll*2I Wli+h'21 «yy. (S) 
a-- '} n v\ //•••3I nn** fX-'-HS 5t--S't t'}...')<i Xi>"to 
Eight f-grlds are formed ia the same manner e.s before. 
All poiats of the left and right Imiifi botrnfiary and of the 
two lower rows are arbitrarlljr asaigned as zeros except at 
one point# For the first f-grld, let «» 1 as shown 
above. Seven other f-grids are formed bj suooessively 
letting •gg - 1, #34 - 1. %S ' 1. tge = 1. ts? " 
^88 " ^ ^69 " these eight f-grids are applied 
to Green's fheorem of equation (E), eight equations are 
formed whioh contain the unknowns * ***^19* 
boundary values have been substituted into them they are 
aa follows: 
684xg-48(|x3-HS#X4'"^15~^0«®® ' 
4a4i2-8043^3'*'49{|^^«lE^3^g-^4lg » 5»3® , (4) 
12$3^g-494^g'^60{^^^-49<|3_gf 124^^4^^- 1.80 , (5) 
84a 
141S43^4^~1804?4^g+84008<|^g-1821lS{|j^^+g04404<|j^g-12352043^g 
• -16612,04 . C8) 
• -30291.56 . (9) 
63g43^^-88®6#j^g+48g40$j^g-lSS41i4if+2036g4(^3^Q-164065(^j^g 
- -S6702.76 . (10) 
These ©quatloua may be quiokly redticed to six equation in 
six unknowns by use of equations i&) aixd (7), TM solution 
of th© abo^e set of equations is founa to be: 
- .30S48907 , 
^3^^ » .3E301S45 , 
^IS * •3^079889 » 
» .43539949 
Th.® remiaiag l-telmes are found from the boundary 
falmes of the upper, right haa& atui left head boundaries 
aloB® with fig,by using the harmonic relationship 
between a point and its four near»st neighbors. Thar® is 
olosa agra«ent batwaen th© lowar boundary values whan 
computed by means of this relationship from the f-Talues 
abo-^e and th© actual falues as eoaputed from f {x*+y*), 
fhe results of this problem were computed by means of 
the Iiietmann iteration proeedur® also, in order to obtain a 
^12 - .56455597 » 
" .45478923 , 
^14 " •S6957548 , 
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ecMparison of solutions. Tlaere Is a good correspomdeaoe of 
results. 
Erfcrapolatloa formula© In I,la#ar Difference Methods-. 
file work Involu'ed 1B tiie approximate solution of 
boundary talue problems can beoone «j-o©3si?e If th® grid 
constant li is ohostn too imall. lor the same region, 
hal?i^ of the grid oonstaat Inortases the amount of work 
IfiTol'^ed in the solution by sboat four times.. Eoweirer th© 
fioouraey of the solution depends upon th© fineness of the 
net U3«d* If one is assured that as th® net constant gets 
smaller the ©oeuraoy of the approximate solution becomes 
greater., then it would fe© adtantageous to haire a aeana of 
extrepolatis® from approximate values obtained et a point 
by aeterel ooars© nets to falues whose aocureoy la imprcyfed. 
Extrapolation formulae whleh may be used for sueh improT©-
ment of a ©curacy have been dise.uased in detail by 
M» Salvadorif"® A short aooount of this dlsousaion will be 
given here in order-to make amllabl® his results. 
In the solution of problems by linear difference 
operators, differential operators are approximated by their 
^*Salir«dorl, M. 0., Colmbia WnlTersity, Hew York City. 
Ixti^polation Formula in M.n©er Difference operators. Paper 
presented at first Congress of Applied Msohanies* Chicago, 
111. 11-16 June, 1951. 
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oorrespomdlng difference operatore, Yihen central differ­
ences are used, the error mad© by replaoing a seoond 
derivative by a seoond-differeaae quotient is proportional 
to h,* if h is small. If the uiiknowa funotion be designated 
by T sad its approximet® value giv«a by tb© numerioal pro-
00d*ir© as y, and if tb# infinitesiasl operator b@ desig­
nated by L[Y(i)] and tli© approxiastirig difference operator 
ae l[y(i)] at a point 1 tben tbe error may be expressed as 
9^U) - . (1) 
As an example, let us ©scaaine lApJLaoe*s difference operator. 
By faylor's formula 
CO 
ijCb ^  •I' ^)^f(x,y) . (2) 
If k ® 0: 
f(x-h.T) - f{x.r).h g ^ 0 .... , 
^ [f(n-h,sr)-f(x,y)l . ^ ^ 
dx 21 dx® 31 dx® 
I rf(x.y)-f(x-h.y)] . M . k. s:£ , ^ 
° L ' " J di 8'. ax» 31 Si* 41 Sx* 
Subtracting tbese last two equations one obtains 
^ j^f{x+b,y)-2fU,y)'*f(x»li,y| j - ^  ^  +••• . 
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If ii "» 0, on© may get by th® same prooedur© 
-4-rf(x.yi-&)-Sf(x,y)^-f(x,y-k) 1 « i-£ + +... , 
Now if b » k, then 
\ dx* dyV 
If v"3P " Oi th© error ©oaimitted in writing 
f ^+f _ » 0 is an infinite power series in even powers of XX yy 
fh© error for most differenee operators is expressible 
as an infinite power series in h*. However there are some 
difference operators for whieh the h® term of its infinite 
power series Is missing. These difference operators are 
known as the h^-type if they begin with the h* term, 
whereas the Laplao®*s difference operator and its like are 
said to be of the h®-typ©. The Simpson's approximate 
integration foimula (1/3 rmle) is an example of the h*-type. 
If we solT© the equation l[y(i|J » 0 and thereby 
neglect the error terns, the error in the solution will be 
the integral of these error teims; and since h is in­
dependent of X and y, the integral of the error terms will 
be a power series in h«, h^, ete«. If e^^ was of h®-typ© 
then obtiously the error in the approximate solution will 
also be of h®-type. Sine© 
%(i) • T(i) . y(i), (4) 
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Eji may he expressed as 
Ej^U) - fi(l)]aS+faCl)fe'^+fsU)J^® +••• (5) 
where the f's are point fuaotloas and Independent of h. 
toder oertaln oondltions wMeh are often satisfied in 
praotioe one may prove that as h^O, 1~>-L and y—^Y, so 
that suooessive approximations y of T may he obtained by 
reducing the laesh size h« This oan be done for example 
by letting 
ha - J (6) 
where o is a oharaoteristio dimeaBlon of the region sad a 
la an Inereasiag integer* fhea 
Sh^ • Ig " T(l)-y{i) • ^  f4(l)-«- ^  fad) ^ (7) 
Let it be assumed that (a^l) approxlmatloaa of Y ha?e been 
obtained at some point 1, by meane of (s-*-l) mesh sizes 
^ » r - 1, a,**-,8-«-l , (8) 
Let the series la the right hand member of equation (7) In-
olade only the first s terns negleotlng all others, then 
the {s+3) errors of these (s+^l) afproxiaatioas give a set 
O A 
of (s+1) equatioas ia the (b*!) maknowns: o f^, o fg, 
o^f#* • • • »®^®fa and Yg. The r^ equation may be written 
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TgCD-y^d) J " j|"" ; r-l,»«ss+l, (9) 
ay 1I3. 
Tlie Yg(l) Is ©ailed the extyapolatei falue of Y(l). 
for s«l 
7i(i)-yi(i) - —— i Ti!l)-y,(i) 1— . (10) 
»x ». 
When th© are eilmiaated from th®s© two equations, 
%hm ii®-©rt3?mpolatloii foramla is olbtained. 
« ^ .V yg + . (11) 
It • £il, then 
Y* - I T« - I yi . (12) 
This extrapolation fomwla is msad quit© often in the ooapii-
tational work. 
Solving th© system of ©quations (9) for Yg on® obtains 
th© general expression for the extrapolation formula of 
order Es» It may be spaboli®ally represented as 
•^a • ''l,an*<^z,arz*^s,ars *'"* ».-H,3^8+1 , 
in which the depend only upon ratios of integers, n^. 
For s*»2, equation (13) gltes the (h®,h*) extrapolation 
fomula 
m 
n* y, a* y# at j» 
. i-JLi + !L-J> ^ ^4J 
(a®-aj)(a*-n*) (aj-aj) Uj-a®) (aj-aj) (a®-aj) 
If til® series for %h@ ©rror la «quatloa (7) Is of 
hi*-type, i.e. lacks tlie h® tem, tlita a similar aaalyils 
may b© carried out for it» fti® fe+D ©quatloas 
"  — » + • — «  + • • • +  — i  r«l,***,s<t-l, (15) 
aj aj , % 
liat® tlie solutioa represeated fey 
For s-l, equatioa (16) gives the h^-extrapolatloa formula 
« aj aj 
Y « v^ '"v' yg . ^ y^ , (17) t ar-a? ® ar - a* * 
For s«B, it is 
6 6 
n ts^  m * * i |> w® 
« (aj+aj+aj I (aj-i^) (a®-aj) (aj+aj+a®) (aj-aj) (aj-a®) 
a ya 
J—Z . (18) 
(a"+aj«»-aj) {B*-a®) (a®-aj) 
Tables 14, 15, aad 16 la tbe Appeadlx ooataia the values of 
the ooefficieats a aad p for most oomaoaly eacouatered 
ratios of the iategers a. Tlies® ooefficieats were com­
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puted bf the staff of til®' lastltato per 1® Applloazlone 
del Oaloolo, Roaae, Italy, mader tJie dlreotioa of Prof. 
M. Pioone, 
As as illustration eoaslder the fiadiag of the 
approxiaat®' lvalue for the firat derlfati-re of the Bessel 
ftmotion at x»Oi,S. fh® difference operator may be 
written 
^1/4(0.5) - . (19) 
By use of the ooeffioleats of Tables 14 and 15, the approxi­
mations for " #21909 were solved for and ar© 
shown below» 
'Jable 11. Approximate Solutions of «r* (0.5). 
h n ^1/4^^*®^ Approx. error (®/ ) 
,4 1 .30377 38.6 
.2 2 .23540 6.5 
. 1 S ,22240 1.5 
.05 4 .21990 .37 
Tab] Le IE. h®-extraeolations. 
Ha .-Ha. error ) 
2:1 .20994 "*4#E 
4:2 .21873 -1.6 
8:4 .21906 • .013 
9E 
Tabl© 13« (li®-ii*)-«rferapolatio»s. 
Eatiiiiriij, error ) 
4:8:1 .21931 4-, 10 
8s4:S ..81908 -.004 
31 
V I  
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fig, 23 Cross Seotlon with Coarse and Fin© Het. 
fii® Pfeiffer procedure was mi®d to solf® the problem 
of torsioa of th& angle seetioa# The bouadary values of 
this seotion are giT®» below. 
Ou m - -64 *^8X 
m 
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^17 * ^ 39 " ^54 * ^ 65 " 
*^18 ^29 ^55 • 
4x9 " 
Wh»n tMs problem Is solved using tlia net Indioated bj tlie 
toavily aarked dots the falmes of ^gg»4s$*^37 ®® 
follows! 
03g » .Zf§m07B , 
(Igg - aamomf , 
When a»2, tfit® approxlaat® solmtloa for tli© aaa© points are: 
•33-
||§ - ,g4907841 , 
- .3g4818f9 . 
Hsiag til® b*-@xtrapolatloa formula, 
4a - I <1" - I 4* . 
th® extrapolated falues become? 
4gg • ,E939S068 , 
#gg « .*S565fGgS , 
* ,3290»1E » 
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a, ikjialytioal Kxtensioa of the DittemmB Matlioa. 
•The finite Siffereaee method diseussefi and developed 
in part II was specifioally set up for a square region, 
fhe region was covered a network: of 100 points. Two 
variations of the method were illaetrated. The short 
method involved the eoffiputation of the of the 
upper side of the first inner square by solution of a set 
of four equations in four unknowns. The Training ^ -values 
were computed frcm these and the boundary values by means 
of the basic harmonic formula. The amount of time consumed 
in carrying out this solution is so much lesa than that uaed 
for the usual iteration procedure and the accuracy is good 
enough that it should be much preferred whenever both w>uld 
apply. When greater accuracy is needed the extended pro­
cedure will give the solution in about half the time re­
quired for the iteration procedure and the accuracy will 
at leaet be a® go^od or better#. 
The method can be quickly set up for a network of more 
or less than 100 points* The deveiopment would be the same, 
step by step. Appropriate f-grlds could be developed in 
the same way# It has been shown how the method may be 
used for variations In the shape of the square field. 
In an exactly analogous way the method can be set up 
for a rectangular field, f-grlds can be developed to cariy 
9S 
out tile solution Just as befor©, formulae for the oompu-
tatioa of the inner oan l>e worked out hy the same 
methods as those used for the square field, Greea*s 
Theorem for the case of a reotai^alar field will read as 
follows; 
ha M M yyj K ^ ^ ' 
h E ^J-b Z ifjlt+lx I; Kt-hZ ifph'Z E tiit i-i ii ii ill in in j=t ij J=i mj '*'1 
yn- i  w- i  
+h* Y- ^vvf •" ^ terns with (j> and f inter-
cr^ii c^x y-l 
Changed)-h® « CD 
isz j-x'-i 
The rectangular field, m x n, will he covered by a network 
of an points h units apart# ®ie Integers m and n must be 
even integers with m > n. In order to solve for the values 
^22»^23**'*»'^2,n-l , must be formed as before, first 
hs' setting S * then 8 * etc., up to 
fj^.l^n " 1* Because of the sywetry of the region with 
respect to its vertical center line, the grids ^ust de­
scribed aay be used after reflecting on the center line in 
order to obtain other equations. In all there will be 
n-2 equations in the unknowns ^Iggt^gg* * * * »<^ E»n-1'^^^®^ 
be solved in the same manner as for the square field. Here 
again the boundary values aust b© known on all four 
boundaries. The f-grids aust be hamonio at least at their 
interior points and their normal derivatives be zero on the 
right hand and upper boundaries, fhe method of solution 
m 
ooatlauas oa, atep lay atap, Jast as before. 
It abotild ba meatloaaS liara that tka method na^ ba 
applied to aylladrioal ragloas whara the axis of tha 
eylladar la aa axla of ajTMiatry# la thla oasa, aay saotloa 
eat frcm the eyliadar hf a plaae la whloh tha axis of tha 
oyliadar lias, will ba a sqaare or raotaagular saotloa. If 
the boaadary wlmas are kaowa oa tha oylladar, thaa the 
latarlor values may be datamiaad from the solatloa of suoh 
a oross saotloa. 
AS amggastad by Pfaiffar, this aathod may be axtaadad 
to tha solatloa of blharaoale dlffaraaoa eqaatloaa, 
Sappos© tha dlfferaaoa aqaatioa, 
•^ECSX * - •yyJJ. - fd.y) , (8) 
Is to be sol'^ ad for a sqaara ragloa la which the boaadary 
falaea are too«a for tha two oatar sqaares, fhe sqaare la 
agala ooterad by 100 aet polats a ooaataat dlstaaoa h apart, 
fhaa , ^ (3) 
li*lx2E3a " 4Cx-Eh,y)-'4fCx-h,y)-i-Sf|(x^yJ-4^{x4'h,y)+^Cx-»-gh,y) , 
h*4xxyy * ^ Cx-h,y+h)-S^Cx,y+h)'«-^(x^h,y+h)-24(ac-h,y) 
t#{x,y)-s4|x+h,y)+^{x+h,y-hHS^{3E»y-h)4(x-'h,y-h) , (4) 
^^yyyy " #|x,y-Eh)-4$Cx,y-h)4.@||x,yJ-4<|{x,y+h)+#(x,y'»-Sh). 
(5) 
lOr tha ooastraotloa of <Jra®a*B Thaoraa, a aecoad faaetloa 
n 
is again introduoet, Th© proAuct 
must l3« foxmad* ooasider th® first term of thm produot. 
Since: 
;^(x,y|f^Cx,y)'»-f3j.|x-li,y)^xxx(x,y) , (6) 
X 
then {|3^ Cx»j|f3£3.{x,y)* [^ xx^ x] Cx,y)-%(x,y)<^ 3^ {x,y). (7) 
Al®o r^xxxf] (x,y)»#^y{x,yrfyCx,y)'»t(x»fo,y)(^^^{x,y) 
X 
"• <l-r^irU»y)f^{x,y)-»t(x*h,y)|^^x(3£«h,y) . (8) 
Thm i4xx<3^ » y^txx< ^ * y ^  • 4xxtxi^ » y^*<^xxtx( ^ ~ ^ * y )  
*[lyj^f]X,yI•f(x»li,y)x-h,y) . (9) 
H«ao© ^*^3afx,y)f3^Cx,y)» |^(x,y)f{x+li,y)-{j)3^{x,y}f(x,y) 
•4xx (3c» h, y) f (X, y) 4. (x-h, y)C X, y) t (X, y) 
•^x«^3K-h»yW3C-h,yKM*<^3^{x-ii,y)f{x-h,y) • (10) 
In tto© aiaplified notation, equation (10) becomesj 
b"^! 0"*^0 ^ 
.  ( U )  
-I -I -I -I 
Tills expression must M fomtd at all of the net points of 
the horlsontal rows. At points of the left and right hand 
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tsomAaiPies,, Is set equal to zero* At points two asad 
tto®«, 4yyf-rf form©a direotly a® follows: 
At all of tjbte reaainiag poiats of the first borizontal row, 
tfe.© product is formed 'by us© of tquation (11), Tk® result­
ing ©x:pressioii is 
5 ^fxrfxx^f 
*^*3? 71 2- Z^xitxf * ^ 3y-9»A W 13-^S A n it^fti-rbr • pbiiit.ii 
Similar expreasions must fe® formed for 
/OO /bO /6t. 
"I'lltyytyy- Similar 
expressions for these produeta may he fowaed by the int«r-
oMng® of $ and f. If f is bito.ar«onl© for all inner points 
of thi® square, that is if 
^xxxx ^^xXyy *' '^yyyy ® 
at mQh. point, tMn th© are©n»s Ttoorem for biiiamonio 
differeaoe equations hmom&a 
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^Xr f ? 4xx<!-f) 
-1" i: z <>™(M)-h* z (•y=-(ii^)t (1^* U —^ gi # 9; 7f<# Jj 
Z 43ci(*-f)-h' Z 5 iii($-t) 
? ,!yf'n' - " •  ^ ^  • y r ' t S '  
^(1 -~4 -)f « (same terms with 4 t Interohanged) 
 i^yy /i?yy /t - - ^ and f
fh® only mnknowa whieh oemr In equation (16) ar® 
those of th®. seoond and third inner squares} all other 
4-Talues are from th© giten falttes of th® boundary and th© 
first inner square. To form the Mharmonio f-nets, th© 
prooedure ip much the saa© as before* fh® l|F-n©t8 must be 
adjusted to th® given region. In plae® of th® harmonic 
formula used before, the biharmonie formula muat be used. 
Ay 7877 h 




6" 3 4 
9 / a n 
7 v s 
/c. 
Fig. E4 General Point of ^-net. 
•iB - -»0l'0*8(WV*4>-2(W*7^»e>-<f9^V^*u' ,17, 
L@t all til© points of the first, aeooafl, ninth and tenth 
oolamns and all points of tlie last four rows be arbitrarily 
chosen aero ®xo©pt ^63* Ohoos© Th© biharmonio 
network may b® built up for the mpper rows, then equation 
(16) will gi-v© an ©qmtion ©©ntaiaiiig twel-?® unknowns; 
b« obtained by setting •84 - 1- %S - 1. *73 - 1- •74 " 1. 
f^g » 1 in suoc®ssion. Six siallar equations may b® ob­
tained by setting f^g, equal to 
one la sueeession* fhes© two sets of six equations ean b© 
combined by addition and subtraction to obtain two sets of 
six eguetions in six unknowns to be solwd. After finding 
th© ^-falues of the third and fourth rows, the blharmonio 
fo»ula ffiay be used to obtain th© remaining ^-Yaluea, How­
ever th# ^-talues of the sixth and seirenth rows say be 
XOl 
obtained Ie tlie same waf as the of the tMrd and 
fourtibi rows and then formulae maf b® developed as before 
for th© aoiiputatlon of th® reaaialng Either 
proaedure would effeeti^aly solt® the blhariaonio dlffereno© 
eqtiatloii# 
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I?, .AFPIIDICIS 
A. ixaot Mxprmmima for 
Wmm &re®n*s TMorm ia wrlttea out for tli# points of 
^-fieia ia ooBjunotioa witH tM® falues of the various 
f-grids^ tli0 t©ra gives tli® following 








-g64f gg+t® tg^ -lSf gg+f gg+Sef ||g-"^ f g3*i^ '%4'"^ 3S 
C m) 675®f x2-74S2fxs^4080f X4-I8i®fi5f 240f x6-24f x 74.f 3^0 
*141gf22-14O0fg^^6S8fg4-liOf2§+gOf2e-fg7-^3O^^SE 
-2S4fgu+98fg4-ief3g*f^*e8f42-48f4g+lEf44-f4g+16f5g 
-8f 03-^ f 54*4f 02-f sg+f 92 • 
i m i  4fi9-fx8*f29. 
C SI) 6©f xf 28**'^g7'*'^^39'"*g8'*'^49 • 
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(m 504fi^g-g64f i5*e8f29-48fg@i'lSfg.7 
-fgg4i6f59-8f^+f574'4f4g-f4g+f5g. 
(m\ I4ig%G-i408fJ^+esafj^^-iaofJLE+^o^I5-afi4+304fgg 
4^+4f gg-f .QQ+f ,gg • 
{64) 675Ef x9-743Sf i8-^4080fi7-lg96f i6+240fi5-24f 14+f X3 
•141gfgg-1408fg@-».65Efg^-160fgg+S0fgg-fg^+304f2g 
-S64fgQ+96fg^»10f2jg+f«ig+§8f^0»48f^+lSf^^-f^gj 


































114) f 3^ g-8f 3^ 3+17f 14-Qfis+tie*^  E4"%S*^ S4 * 
116) 
117) 4fg@-f4@-l'fg^. 
110) •fj^ 5*4fig.fi74.fgg. 
120) *"%3"*'^%4"%g*''^%g"^%3*^74« 
121) 
12B) %g-©%s*^3.^%4-®f85^t@g^f ^4-f g4. 
184) 
IBS) 4f^^-fi^0+fg^, 











B# fables of Ooefflelents for the Extrapolation fomulae 
Table 14. Extrapolation Ooefflolents, s»l 
"extrapolatloii. ii**'e:Ktrapolation 
I3,tn, a. a. SjJ. 






























-3.7692307692 3.769a»769g -1.17S8506787 E.1728506787 
3.2666666667 4.g666666667 -1.4165191740 2.4165191740 
-O.ISS 1.12S -0,01S5 I.OISS 
-O.SSSS 1.56E5 -0.1488970588 1.1488970S88 



















Ixtrapol&tlen Ooeffieients. s«8 












2.3674242424 -9.0629370629 7.6955128205 
3.5604395604 -12.312820513 9.7523809524 
0.0052083333 -0.6328125 1.6276041667 
0.1265625 -1.6876041667 2.5010416667 
{)-extrapolation 
* «  
0.0029761905 -O.SO47619048 1,3017857143 
0.0367816092 -0.7182266010 1.6814449918 
0.1301785714 -1.3003174603 2.1701388S89 
0,2955266955 -2,0497179588 2,7541912633 
0.5380509642 -2.9660521297 3.4280011655 
0.8602404307 -4.0491825848 4.1889421540 
0.0001488095 -0.1627232143 1.1625744048 
0.0137236446 -0.4902422189 1.4765185743 
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TaMa Id. Bxtrapolatioa C'Oefficleiits, s»g 
. @ 4, u (h ,ti ,h )-erfcrapolatiQa 
mnmin f 3 « » as,8 <X8,« ^4,8 
4tSsSsl -0 .OOS7777770 0» 3555555556 -E.6Q35714E87 3. 2507936508 
5s4s5se •0 .05079S6S08 1. 3017857143 *5^4179894180 5. 1669973545 
6t6j4?S -0 »B410714S86 3, 2507936508 *i.864S67S7e8 7. 8545454545 
7:e!is4 •*0 •68f5638896 6. 576l78451g *16.313286713 11 .426670551 
8:7s6{i§ -L »5179796428 11 ,@58347e§S •»25.138675814 16 .003907204 
7:5s3il -0 .0001085009 0. 14B38Eai25 •»1.6954£10069 £ •  5531467014 
-extrapolation 
Px,3 Pa, 3 Ps , 3 P^r , 3 
4sg!8sl -0 »00009SSf2e 0. 0474074074 -0.7810714286 1. 7337566138 
5S4J3I2 -0 ,OO370S49S7 0. 3169643857 •1.6053301979 2. 3921284049 
6s5s4l3 -0 .,0SSSS8405S 0. 6047988188 •g.8675196735 3. 2879492600 
7S®:5;4 -0 .087S$3465S 1 • 3047973117 ^ 4.6609390609 4. 4437052145 
8J7S6I5 ""0 •2180430521 2. 4108S05488 *7.0792821004 5. 8864946037 
7s5s3?l -0 .0000012917 0. 0152853013 •0.5045895854 1. 4893355758 
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